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Faculty accept new contract
MnSCU, Legislature need to approve plan before official
Sarah Kennon

leges and Universities) board of directors,
and they need to ratify it, and after
WINONAN
they have,* goes to the Legislature,"
A master contract for Winona State Bratt said, "And that's where I get a litUniversity faculty members was rati- tle confused."
Bratt said depending on whether or
fied by an April 9 vote of 136-1,2 by all
faculty members in the Inter Faculty not the legislature is in session when the
Organization of the Minnesota State contract gets to them, different things
happen. Bratt also said Legislative
Universities.
This isn't the final step to a new con- approval is not a forgone conclusion.
"They have been holding up, or
tract however. Faculty Senate President
David Bratt said faculty ratification is struggling with or arguing about, some
only one of three steps the contract of the other state union contracts that
have gone through," he said.
must go through.
Changes made to the contract
"Once the faculty have ratified it, it
include
making it easier for faculty
needs to go to the (Minnesota State Col-

members to retire and allowing more
flexibility for summer sessions.
"Basically there are those two sorts
of issues, one of them is called language issues, and the other is called
economic issues, which is salary," he
said.
Bratt said returning faculty members
got an increase from their current
salary, and new faculty will be coming
in at slightly higher salary to make the
Minnesota state system more competitive with other schools in the country.
"We are always trying to attract
good new faculty. And that starting
salary is an important part of making a

place look attractive," Bratt said.
He said the money for a salary
increase comes form two sources. The
amount that comes from the first
source, MnSCU, is decided on by the
state Legislature and governor. For
every full-time student each university
gets a certain amount.
The second source is tuition.
"There has been money set aside in
last year's budget. So in that sense, the
money was there. It was just waiting for
a contract to be signed," Bratt said.
The term of the new contract is from
July 1, 2001, to June 30, 2003. This
See Contract, Page 2

Erika Nelson
MSUSA
Vice chair

Nelson
elected
state school
association
vice chair
Jen Powless
WINONAN

Winona State University's Student Senate Vice President, Erika
Nelsen, has been elected to the position of Minnesota State University
Student Association Vice Chair.
MSUSA is a student organization
representing Minnesota's seven state
universities: Bemidji State University; Minnesota State University,
Mankato; Southwest State University; Metropolitan State University;
Minnesota State University Moorhead; St. Cloud State University; and
Winona State.
Nelsen, a junior studying political
science, was
Nelsen will elected to the
vice chair posiwork with
tion at the spring
campus
conference delerepresenta- gate assembly
tives and
meeting.
"It's
funny
community
because
I
didn't
coordinators
even think about
and act as a doing it until that
treasurer for weekend," said
MSUSA.
Nelsen, who also
added that she
was encouraged by Winona State's
senate president Jason Fossum to run
for the position.
Five of the seven universities
elected Nelsen after seven rounds of
deliberation.
While Nelsen was elected in
seven rounds, she said that the
process of electing the state chair
went until 5 a.m.
Nelsen begins her year-long term
on July 1. As the vice chair, Nelsen
will be expected to work with campus representatives and community
coordinators and act as a treasurer for
MSUSA, in addition to many other
duties.
As the vice chair for MSUSA
Nelsen will no longer be able to participate in Winona State's student
senate, "I can't represent Winona
State because I will be representing'
all seven schools," said Nelsen.
Nelsen hopes that this position
will help her in the future. After graduation she plans on going to Washington D.C. to attend law school.

■

Sarah Kennon/WINONAN

Debra Davis, the first successful
person to "come out" in the U.S.
public school system, received a
standing ovation from the crowd
after her speech Thursday to
kick off the Pride Festival. Davis,
a male librarian at a school in
Minneapolis, came back as a
woman after a weekend.

Photos by Ty Gangelhoff and Eileen Ferguson/WINONAN

TOP RIGHT: Bri Deyo, left, gives a dollar tip and a kiss to Drag Queen Jazmyn at the Pride Festival Drag Show held Saturday evening in the
East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
ABOVE: People gathered in the WSU courtyard Saturday afternoon as part of the Show Your Pride Fest. Winona State University's first Pride
Festival was sponsored by B-GLAD, SOUL and Believe.

Senate rejects laptop policy, takes gripes to administration
Similar to the past two years, new
full-time students entering the university are required to participate in the lapThe Winona State University Student top program and are given the choice of
Senate expressed much disaproval of a Macintosh or PC/Windows laptop to
the intended laptop policy for the 2002- lease from WSU, but are not given the
2003 academic year before voting not to option of owning their own laptop.
support it during the senate meeting However, many students are not in
April 10.
favor of the university forcing students
After the vote, Student Senate Presi- to have a school-owned laptop.
dent Jason Fossum said he would
The modification of the laptop poliinform the administration of the senate's cy is for continuing full-time students
decision.
who have entered the university no ear"We're lucky we have a good admin- lier than fall 2000. These students will
istration that listens to us," Tony have one last chance to choose the perRomaine said. "I think the policy is an sonally owned option rather than leasattempt by the administration to please ing a university laptop for the remainder
everyone, when in all reality, all it did of their education.
was upset people."
Each personally owned laptop must
As WSU enters its third year as a lap- be registered with the Information Techtop university, more than 75 percent of nology Services center and meet certain
full-time students are required to partic- specifications. Students choosing this
ipate, and changes have been introduced option will also be billed $500 per
to the program.
semester. Those who register personally

Valerie Kramer
WINONAN

repair them all. Also, if we know how
many to order, it is cheaper."
Additional software is also more
"I think the policy is an attempt by the
expensive on a purchased laptop, rather
than allowing the technical services to
administration to please everyone, when in
install the software. ITS receives no
all reality, all it did was upset people."
funds from the state, therefore the extra
money, not going toward the computer
goes toward other technology on camTONY ROMAINE
pus, including the technical support.
Senate members pointed out that not
student senator
all majors require a computer, for
Romaine
example a recreation and leisure major
may not need a laptop. Clay responded
owned laptops by a specified date will "We're (Information Technology Ser- that the laptop is "used more as a learnbe given a $250 credit. The date will vices) still talking about those students ing tool," contributing to a more well
most likely be changed from May 5 to who are two credits short of that num- rounded education.
Sept. 15, giving students time to make a ber," said Casey Clay, student senate
"There are still a lot of areas that stutechnology chair.
dents believe they should be used,"
decision.
Clay discussed the reasons for the Clay said. "As time goes on, some
Determining whether a student is
required to have a laptop is based upon university enforcing students to abide classes will require it more."
the amount of credits a student has. Stu- by the policy: "Basically to save money.
Student senate vice president Erika
dents with 90 credits or more are not If there are 100 different types of lapSee Laptop, Page 4
required to have a laptop, however tops on campus, we can't afford to
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A mix of sun and clouds
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Laptop

Continued from Page 1

Nelson said, "You have to start
somewhere to get to that goal of
becoming a laptop university.
The fact remains that the university has chosen this direction and
the university must enforce it. It
has to be all or nothing."
The senate had voted on a
laptop policy last year and
approved a similar negotiation,
excluding the new changes of
not having a choice of owning a
laptop.
In referring to the previous
laptop policy, student senate
president Jason Fossum said,
"This is a pretty much a set in
stone thing, it's too late to
change it now."
The buyout of certain laptops

Contract

remains uncertain. Gateways
remain leased by the university,
which is mainly an insurance
issue, resulting in a no guaranteed buyout.
"It's up to the company that
we lease them from, because we
don't own them, we only lease
the computers," Clay said.
After about an hour of discussion, the senate voted not to support the new laptop policy, as the
expense may be detrimental to
the students it is intended to
serve.
"Sounds like the majority
want to vote it down, so why
don't we, and then they will
come and listen to us," Erin
Olsen said of the administration.

Continued from Page 1

means that because of the delay amount of money available is
in ratification, the faculty has going to be," he said. "It gets
been out of a contract for nine settled when both sides are ready
months. The terms of the old to settle. I think the faculty in
contract have applied in the general would like to see it settled more quickly, but not when
mean time.
"It means that the raise we're it means they have to settle for
going to get for this year no one less. I'm glad its over."
Faculty members also voted
has gotten," Bratt said.
He said it is not uncommon to re-elect Jim Pehler as the state
for a contract to take this long to IFO president for a second twoyear term and elected WSU Facbe settled.
"It is difficult to get the other ulty Association Senators and
side especially to sit down and local representatives to the IFO
talk seriously about money when Board of Directors and the IFO
they don't know what the total Negotiating team.

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

April 6 — At 12:42 p.m. a Hall concerning a possible alcostudent reported that his vehicle hol violation. Security responded
was struck by another vehicle and found alcohol. The matter
while parked in the area of Ninth was referred to the resident assis: and Winona streets. The corn- tant and the hall director.
April 12 — At 11:35 p.m. a
plainant reported that the damage took place sometime student was cited for attempting
to bring alcohol into Lourdes
• between 1 and 2:30 a.m.
April 8 — At 6:55 p.m. a stu- Hall. The matter was referred to
dent reported that a vehicle the hall director.
April 13 — At 12:37 a.m.
struck her vehicle. No damage
marijuana was discovered on a
was sustained by either vehicle.
April 8 — At 10:10 p.m. a student at Lourdes Hall. The
, student reported that his matter was referred to the hall
: unlocked bicycle was taken from director.
April 13 — At 4 a..m. security
' in front of Watkins Hall sometime between 9 a.m. and 10 p.m. was summoned to the parking lot
April 9 — A student was of Loretto Hall. A highly intoxi. removed from the library for cated student was brought back
onto campus. EMS was called
. staying in after hours.
April 12 — At 2:30 a.m. secu- and the student was transported
rity was summoned to Prentiss to the hospital.

:Police sting nets 106 underage drinkers
Winona police ticketed 106
underage students Saturday
night downtown and in the
neighborhoods surrounding
Winona State University. Other
',tickets resulting from the sting
;were one DWI, three obstruc:bons of legal process, two public
:nuisances and three disorderly

conducts.
Operation NightCAP Jr.,
which targets underage alcohol
use, involved 23 officers and
police reservists. Weekend foot
patrols will continue until the
end of the school year, said WSU
Director of Security Don Walski.

•

STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK

Study in spurts: Don't read a whole chapter in one
sitting. Take a break occasionally. Change subjects, and
then come back to the first subject.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic
Assistance Center. Visit its Web site, and view academic
schedules, at www.winona.msus.edu/advising/aac

Today
Some local community and
Winona Online Democracy members
have come together
to offer a community forum focusing on the complex, passionate and
important issues involved in the conflict in Palestine and Israel. The cornmunity forum, 7 to 9 p.m. in Winona
City Hall Council Chambers, is free
and the public is encouraged to
attend.
The first half of the program will
offer presentations by an expert
panel, and the second half of the program will focus on audience discussions, questions and answers. The
purpose of the community forum is to
discuss the many different perspectives on the complex issues in the
Middle East.
The local expert panel includes a
balance of perspectives with members from
Jewish, Islamic and Christian
backgrounds. Included on the panel
are Beckry Abdel-Magid, a Winona
State University engineering professor; Rabbi David Freedman, rabbi at
the B'nai Israel Synagogue in
Rochester; the Rev. Joseph Keefe of
St. Mary's Catholic Church, who
recently returned from a sabbatical in
Israel; Nizar Najjar, a WSU student
and leader at the Islamic Center of
Winona; Honorable Duane Peterson,
a retired local judge, who has traveled
to the Middle East and studied the
region's history; and Rosine Tenenbaum, a WSU foreign language professor.
Today
Educational seminars for college
students who are tenants will be held
at 7 p.m. in Purple Room 106 of
Kryzsko Commons.
A HOME Line attorney will present
an educational question and answer
session, discussing Minnesota landlord/tenant law. Information discussed
will include applications, leases,
security deposits, repairs, roommate
issues and avoiding an eviction.
For more information about HOME
Line, visit their website at www.homelinemn.org .
April 20
WSU will honor an open house in

celebration of the artistic work of the
late James Heinlen from 1 to 3 p.m.
on the second floor of the WSU
Library.
April 20
The Hispanic Association of Students is hosting salsa and merengue
lessons and a dance from 6:20 to 10
p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons. Cost is $3 per person, and
children under 12 get in free. There
will be refreshments, raffles and
pinatas.
HAS wants people from Winona
State University and surrounding
communities to join in celebrating the
rich Hispanic/Latino culture.
April 22
Earth Day 2002 is scheduled to
finally celebrate the new WSU tobacco policy. From 11:30 to 1 p.m. students and members of theWellness
Commitee will post signs in doorways
and move ashtrays away from building entrances. Other activities are to
be announced.
April 22
Thomas H. Berquist, director of
education for the Mayo Foundation,
will speak about current imaging
approaches to sports-related injuries
and their treatments as part of the
Mayo Lecture Series.
Berquist's presentation, "Imaging
of Sports Injuries", begins at 7 p.m. in
the Stark Hall Auditorium. This lecture
is also available for viewing via Interactive Television (ITV) in Room ST
118 at the University CenterRochester. All Mayo Lecture Series
events at WSU are free and open to
the public.
This lecture will review current
imaging approaches to sports
injuries, focusing on common injuries
such as knee, ankle, wrist, etc. The
most appropriate modality will be discussed for each specific injury.
Complications and long-term
issues related to the injuries will also
be included in the discussion.
April 26
The WSU Cultural Diversity Office
will hold an informal appreciation
gathering from 2 to 2:30 p.m. in the
Student Affairs Lounge, Kryzsko

Commons, to acknowledge the contributions of Diverse Interracial Friends
for Equality and Respect, a student
organization that donated 30 recently
published books on various diversity
issues. All are welcome to stop by to
preview the books.
April 26
The dedication of WSU's most
recent campus beautification project
"The Meditation Garden" will be held
on the east side of the PAC at 2 p.m.,
with a reception following in the PAC
lobby.
The WSU and Winona community
are invited to attend this event when
WSU will recognize Gretchen
Koehler, a 1965 WSU graduate, for
her gift.
April 27
The Winona Rotary Club will sponsor the 2nd annual BK 5K PR Memorial Road Race, beginning at 9 a.m. at
Lake Winona.
The funds raised from the event to
renovate the interior of Winona's Lake
Park Lodge.
The event is an opportunity for
walkers and runners to complete a 5kilometer distance around Lake
Winona. Each participant who sets a
PR (Personal Record) for the distance will receive a trophy. Runners
and walkers who have not previously
established a PR will receive a standard time they must beat to qualify for
a trophy. Standard times give special
consideration to participants older
than 40.
Registration forms are available at
the Park Recreation Department in
City Hall and at
www.winonarotary.org .
April 30
Professional speaker and author,
Michelle Neujahr, will speak about
"Choice, Consequence, and Challenge" at 7:30 p.m. at Saint Mary's
University of Winona in Common
Room of third floor, St. Mary's Hall.

The Winonan accepts all news
briefs, events and announcements
turned in by noon Friday. Editors
reserve the right to edit for space and
content as they see fit.
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WINONAN
A Clean Sweep
Speaker reflects on
reactions of Sept. 11
April
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Christine Behrend
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John Esposito, a worldrenowned scholar of Islam,
brought his lecture, "September
11th in Perspective: Islam,
Muslims, and the United
States," to Somsen Auditorium
April 10. The lecture was about
the United States' reaction to
the events of Sept. 11 and
Islamic, Muslim and American
relations.
Some of the topics covered
in the lecture included stereotyping unknown cultures by the
crises that happen involving
them, the United States' foreign
policy and the lack of U.S.
media coverage available to
Americans of the battles overseas.
David Bratt, president of
Winona. State University faculty, introduced Esposito. In the
introduction Bratt said, "Occasionally I get to meet intelligent, articulate individuals and
introduce them as I will
tonight."
Following the introductions,
Esposito started off making the
audience laugh with his analogies, personal stories and selfrelated jokes. He told stories
about his experiences around

the world encountering men
and women with interesting
stories relating to the events of
Sept. 11. Esposito challenged
the audience to think about how
Islams and Muslims were perceived before Sept. eleventh.
Then went on to say "they were
invisible." He discussed how
society tends to relate an
unknown culture to the crisis
situation they are involved in,
this being due to the United
States' poor foreign relations
policy.
"In America and Europe
there has to be a more aggressive statement to the community, reaching out, welcoming
people so people get to know
each other," Esposito suggested.
Esposito also discussed how
the U.S. policy is not very clear.
His suggestion for the U.S. is to
be clearer and to move more
quickly and not alone. He also
suggests not giving the green
light to signal other countries,
suspension and to prosecute the
global war proportionally.
"Nothing will be the same
after 9-11. We have to respond
proactively, not reactively,"
Esposito said. "It's a matter of
proportion, scope and how we
handle ourselves."

Esposito repetitively stated,
"They see more than we see,"
and suggested that Americans
demand more exposure of war
zone and that more press be
released to capture battle coverage.
The lecture was an hour long
and included a question and
answer session at the end, during which Esposito answered
questions audience members
wrote on note card.
While some students attended the lecture out of interest,
some were awarded extra credit
and others were required to
attend. John Kammerer, a
Winona State University sophomore, was required to attend the
presentation for his politics and
society of the Middle East
class.
Kammerer could relate the
lecture to his class "mostly
through (Esposito's) comments
on the Israel and Palestine situation. We talk about it quite a
bit in class."
Kammerer also said he was
able to take Esposito's comments at face value because he
didn't show any bias. In the lecture Esposito said, "I don't care
where you come down, I'm just
trying to provoke you to come
down on the issues."
Following the question and
answer session, Esposito's
books were sold at a book signing. Some of his books will also
be available in the WSU bookstore.
Eileen Ferguson/WiNoNAN

John Esposito discusses
issues of Islam, Muslims
and the United States in
perspective of Sept. 11
Wednesday in Somsen
Auditorium. After a question and answer session,
following his discussion;
Esposito held a book signing.

Maria Hall to take Loretto's place
Stacy Booth
WINONAN

Winona State University's negotiations for
leasing Maria Hall instead of its neighbor, Loretto Hall, continue this week.
John Ferden, director of auxiliary services at
WSU, hopes the contract for leasing Maria from
St. Theresa campus schools will be signed in the
next two weeks.
"The original lease (for Maria Hall) will be
for three years with some renewal options," Ferden said.
St. Theresa's wanted a multi-year lease for
Maria Hall instead of a year-by-year lease, which
is currently how WSU leases Loretto.
Leasing Maria instead of Loretto will give
Winona State 50 extra beds and use of the entire
building. Currently, access to the first floor of
Loretto is limited because it houses a cafeteria
for the international high school program students from Cotter High School.
While switching to Maria will mean a loss in
air conditioning, Ferden doesn't believe this is
going to be a problem, since students won't be
living there during the summer months.
"We get more space," he said, "and St. Theresa's gets more revenue."
Winona State will also gain use of 25 parking
spaces at Maria and another 50 spaces during
alternate side parking. Currently there are only
16 parking spaces for Loretto residents, Shirley

Mounce, director of parking services, said.
Ferden said, "Adjacent to Maria Hall and St.
Michael's (field) they're building another 50
spaces we'll get during winter months when no
sports are in progress."
Structurally, Maria Hall is sound, Ferden said.
Maintenance went through the building, and
besides wiring the building for Winona State
phones and Internet hook-ups, no work has to be
done.
Another added bonus to leasing Maria Hall
instead of Loretto is gaining the use of a tunnel
that connects Maria, Loretto and Lourdes.
The tunnel hasn't been open because Winona
State and Cotter High School didn't want high
school students having access to college students
and vice versa.
"By doing this (switch to Maria), we can open
Maria to Lourdes and still keep Loretto blocked
off," Ferden said.
Having the tunnel open will let students living
in Maria walk to Lourdes to catch the bus or eat
without having to walk outside during the winter.
He explained security cameras will be placed
in the approximately 100 yard-long tunnel. With
decent lighting and the amount of traffic it will
have, Ferden said he didn't think it would be a
safety risk.
Maria Hall will most likely house all women,
since that is where the need is, but the contract
will not put restrictions on who can live there,
Ferden said.

The vnionalNeto

Meghann Miller/WINONAN

The American Marketing Association's spring clean up was held Tuesday at the
Winona State University courtyard. Members of AMA raked leaves, washed windows
and picked up trash around campus.

AMA cleans up campus
Cheryl Johnson

the Winona community. They've been involved in
the community by helping Winona Volunteer Services get their clothes in order, doing yard work,
The American Marketing Association held a tutoring middle school students and working at the
spring clean up April 9 on the Winona State Uni- Women's Resource Center.
versity campus. This is the first year the clean up
Williams said, "So we thought this time, 'Why
was held, but members hope to make this an annu- don't we do something within the WSU communial event.
ty.' We picked a date and just went with it."
"We wanted to do something for spring to clean
The AMA is comprised of students from a range
up campus. Walking around campus you notice of majors from mostly mass communication, busithere's a lot of trash — cigarette butts, so we ness and accounting departments; all majors are in
thought 'what can we do,"' Vice President of some way related to the aspects of marketing.
Membership Andrea Williams said.
"Our slogan this year is 'All Around ProfesWith rakes, brooms and trash bags in hand, sionals' because we're not just marketing students,
AMA students walked around campus picking up we are different categories of marketers," Williams
trash left by people.
said.
The AMA does a lot of community service in
WINONAN

Fitness center
receives equipment
The Winona State University fitness center will be
receiving two self-powered
elliptical machines for the
coming academic year.
All students are encouraged to take the end-of-theyear survey in the fitness
center.

Studs n' Stripes

Electric Beach

Mr. WSU Competition

$3.50 Tanning Daily
10 Sessions 129.95
1 month limited 127.95

Come Watch Winona's Finest
Strut Their Stuff!

*packages require student I.D.

Tanning, Hair; Nails

454-4855
(Behind ZaZth)

Thursday Apri118, 2002
1:30 p.m.

'FRDIEN COS MID
;OUTTEREMAGERS'

Dine-in or use our convenient
drive-up window.
Call in orders welcome!
Open 10:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. bully
What makes a ButterBurger like no
other burger? No, we don't grill in
butter -- or any oil for that matter.
And, no, we don't mix butter in with
our lean, fresh (never frozen) ground
chuck. Instead, we lightly butter the
toasted crown of the bun and serve it
hot and fresh; that's what makes it
taste like Culver's.

(507) 457-9030
1441 Service Drive
Winona, MN 55987

All proceeds Go to the
Nicole lanoni Scholarship Fund

America's favorites made fresh

Somsen Auditorium
$2.00 Admission

www.winona.edu/winonan
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WSU sophomore
gives back as
Miss Winona
Kelsea Samuleson
WINONAN

It's more than just a beauty
pageant for one Winona State
University sophomore — it's a
chance to give back to the community and earn scholarship
money for school.
Gretchen Johnson, a mass
communication student, will
give up her reign as Miss
Winona in July to pursue a bigger throne — Miss Minnesota.
Johnson initially got
involved with the program
when a committee member
approached her.
"During my senior year of
high school a committee member approached me and told me
I should run for Miss Winona,"
she said. "They told me it was a
really great opportunity and I
could earn lots of money
through education scholarships."
Johnson's fear of public
speaking didn't stop her from
running, but it may have had
some impact on her first competition, in 2000.

■ An informational

meeting for anyone
interested in
participating in the
Miss Winona pageant
will be at 10 a.m. Saturday at Watkins Manor.
For more inforamtion,
contact Luke at
452-8605 or Nancy at
452-5514 or visit
www.misswinona.org
"I was pretty embarrassed at
the first pageant," she said. "I
knew I had to overcome one of
my biggest fears. I was
absolutely terrified. I chose to
sing in front of a large group of
people, which wasn't a good
idea."
She only ran again after
Luke Merchlewitz, a committee member, persuaded her to.
"I just decided I was going
to get $200 and pay for books,"
Johnson said. "After my first
attempt, I thought I'd just go
and have fun with it."
Merchlewitz, also an elementary school teacher,
believes the pageant is the best
scholarship program for
women.

"This is the longest running
scholarship program in the
world," he said. "Last year,
everyone who entered won a
scholarship. You may not win,
but you may get enough money
to pay for books."
Winners of the Miss Winona
pageant receive a $2,000 education scholarship, plus they
get the chance to travel and represent a cause they believe in,
Merchlewitz said.
As Miss Winona, Johnson
has represented Big Brothers,
Big Sisters as her platform
cause. She has earned more
than $40,000 and coined the
phrase, "Today's youth, tomorrow's future" for the program.
She will carry the same platform to the Miss Minnesota
pageant in July.
"I believe so much in my
platform," she said. "I would
love to carry it to the national
level."
Johnson has represented
Winona as a Good Will Ambassador, which required her to
attend area events, work with
schools, businesses and other
local organizations.
"A lot of people think you
have to wave in a lot of
parades, but that's not what it's
all about," she said. "I hope I
represented Winona in a good
light. That's what's really
important."
Miss Winona competitors
have the opportunity to earn
education scholarships, travel
and participate in the four phases of competition — interview,
talent, swimwear and eveningwear phases.
Nancy Ostergaard, a committee member and mother to a
former Miss Winona and Miss
Minnesota winner, said this
competition is a great opportunity for any young woman.
"The crown opens up the
door," she said. "You receive an
opportunity to give back to the
community, receive scholarship
money and you become really
educated throughout all your
work."
The pageant means a lot to
Ostergaard. Her daughter
received more than $32,000 in
scholarship money.
"It's not just a beauty
pageant," she said. "It's about
inner beauty and talent."

Hey Cheeseheads
cheesehead wannabees, Vikings considered...
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`I'm like a bird'

Ty Gangelhoff/W[NoNAN

WSU Student Senate President Jason Fossum, center, fails a field sobriety test from WSU Director of Security Don
Walski, left, as an intoxicated Conway resident assistant Sara Bauer looks on during Mocktails, an Inter-Residence
Hall Council alcohol education program held Monday night in the Smaug. Fossum, who blew a 0.14 percent blood
alcohol content test shortly after taking this field test, volunteered, along with Bauer and IRHC student advisor Niki
Robinson, to get drunk to illustrate the effects of being intoxicated.

Students work together for good of clients
Workshop teaches varying majors to work together to give best service possible
Sarah Goberville
WINONAN

Sixty Winona State University
students from the social work,
criminal justice and special education departments joined forces
to create a half-day "Wraparound" training session as a
class project.
"We want people from different majors who will be working
with families to learn to work
together towards the same goal,"
said Ruth Charles, coordinator
for the conference and WSU
social work professor. "Wraparound is a unique perspective
and is family-centered, community-oriented, strengths-based
and it uses an individualized
approach.
"Strengths-based is how we
look at what people do that is
good versus the faults that others
might see. Individualized
approach is how every family is
treated differently — no two people are exactly the same. And

community-oriented is how
everyone should be involved to
help the family — professionals,
plus close family friends and
neighbors who might be interested."
Held in the Maxwell Leadership Center from noon to 4 p.m.
last Friday, the Wraparound training session was led by four members of the Hiawatha Valley Mental Health Center who presented
the conference.
The speakers had a list of the
material to cover with students.
Then the larger group were broken down into smaller' groups to
work on a case and mix academic
disciplines in each group.
"Wraparound can become the
vehicle for several professionals
to discuss individuals or families,
and all professionals can work in
concert rather than working at
odds against one another," said
Helen Dachelet, another coordinator of Friday's training session,
an assistant professor of sociology in the criminal justice depart-

Available for June
1st Leasing

(8 minutes to WSU)
Panaramic River View from your Deck, Jacuzzi, Central Air,
dishwasher, off street parking, heat inc., laundry

April

Efficiencies from $185 - $275/mo.
• Includes utilities
• FREE washer & dryer
• Close to campus

Call early for best choice
507.452.7673 Ask for Ryan

ment and former probation officer.
The purpose for the training
sessions is primarily directed at
making it easier for people to
meet their unmet needs inside
and outside of the official human
services systems.
Charles emphasized that they
want "new professionals to be
able to work collaboratively on
this approach which will have
success for their clients."
In addition Dachelet said, "It
is helpful for students to work
collaboratively in order to understand the language, culture and
frustrations. Working together is
more efficient than several different agencies working separately
and is definitely more helpful to
families using the various services."
One of the reasons for creating training sessions such as
Wraparound is to prevent tribulations that occurred because of
scenarios such as the one
described by Dachelet:
"In the past, if an adult offender had other issues, then that
offender, and maybe the whole
family, would be involved with
other agencies and that fact might
not even be known to the probation officer. Hence, professionals
at times might give conflicting
`advice.' Sometimes the individual might be seeing a counselor
who would give advice that was
conflicting with advice from
another professional. The family
would then become discouraged
because they wouldn't know
whose advice to follow."
This presentation is not the
first of its kind to be held in the
Winona area. Last year there
were two conferences: a two-day
conference was presented to

members of the community and a
day and a half conference was
held on the Winona State campus
for students and community
members. Mary Grealish, the
national coordinator of Wraparound, led both conferences.
The four Hiawatha Valley
Mental Health center members
who led this year's four-hour
abridged version of the conference work as Wraparound leaders
and were trained by Grealish to
teach others the concepts of
Wraparound.

"Wraparound can
become the vehicle
for several
professionals to
discuss individuals or
families, and all
professionals can
work in concert rather
than working at odds
against one another."
HELEN DACHELET
sociology professor
"We are glad for other people
to know about this work,"
Charles said. "We would love to
work with other disciplines on
this project and would love to
work with their students."
Dachelet sums up how she
interprets the benefits of wraparound sessions: "I feel that a
taste of 'real life' is the most
helpful thing for our students,
and the more opportunities that
professors can provide for students the more successful our
students will be when they leave
the university and attempt to fit
into the working, professional
environment. -

tgaveSoSilego$, 4$
For Rent

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Apartment For Rent 375 Liberty St.
3 Bedroom, 4 people, $250 each.
Call Matt: 452-0362

RIVER BOAT CREW
Come aboard Mississippi Riverboats this
summer! Boat, Office, & Photo crew
needed for passenger vessels in St. Paul
& Mpls. Full time seasonal positions
available APR thru OCT: variety of hours.
Start $8/hr, plus incentives. Padelford
Packet Boat Co., Harriet Island, St. Paul,
MN 55107. 651-227-1100 or 800-5433908-website: www.padelfordboats.com

Want To Make A Difference?
Project FINE (Focus on Integrating Newcorners through Education) seeks an
AmeriCorps *VISTA volunteer(s) for one
year service. This position is an excellent opportunity to become involved in
Winona County and its ethnically divers
population. As an AmeriCorps *VISTA
volunteer you will recieve
$9,024.00/year as a living allowance
with an education award after one year
of completion. Deadline for application is
March 15, 2002. Second language not
required, but desired. Please contact
Program Director, Annissa, for further
information. 507-542-4100 or
projectf@rconnect.com

Available for June 1, efficiencies from
$185 - $275 per month includes utilities,
free washer and dryer, close to campus.
Call early for best choice. Call Ryan: 507452-7673

For Sale
Full-Size Mattress Set COMPLETE
w/frame. Brand new, still in bag, $500
value, Sacrifice for $195. Delivery available, 608-304-2337.
RUMMAGE SALE 760 E. MARK
Spring Cleanout on April 20
8a.m.-2p.m.
Sigma Sigma Sigma
All proceeds will be donated to Child
Play Therapy
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SPOTLIGHT
Check out
Page 6 for
photos from
the senior
dance recital

New Miss WSU crowned Thursday
Ann Nolin

trophy, a genetic disorder resulting in the deterioration of the body's functions, in the spring of
1995.
The Ilth annual Miss WSU has been crowned.
"In 1994 a unanimous decision was made by
Erika Rulseh, a second-year student at Winona the fraternity brothers to have the proceeds from
State University studying psychology and market- the Miss WSU pageant go to the ALD Foundaing, was crowned this year's Miss WSU. She was tion," Wermers said.
sponsored by the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity continues to hold the
The Miss WSU pageant was established by Miss WSU pageant every year in memory of
Shayde Rudenick, a brother of the Pi Lambda Phi Rudenick. The only stipulations upon entry in the
fraternity. With the help of his fraternity brothers, contest is that participants be "female Winona'
the first Miss WSU pageant was held in the spring State students sponsored by a club," Wermers said.
of 1992.
This year, seven students entered the pageant.
"Shayde wanted the proceeds from the pageant Erika Rulseh, Jessica Mikes, Darcy Wilkinson,
to go to a charitable cause, so that he could give Heather Westling, Jane Danielson, Amanda Papensomething back to his community," said Paul Wer- dieck and Erika Shreck were scored on a scale of
mers, assistant director of the pageant and brother one to 10 in each of the four categories, by four
of the Pi Lambda Phi fraternity.
Winona State judges.
Through the pageant and Bowl-A-Thon for the
"Two faculty judges, and two students judges
United Way, his actions showed his dedication of were chosen for fairness to the contestants," Wergiving back to his community.
mers said.
Rudenick passed away from AdrendleukodysSee Miss WSU, Page 6
SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

Seamus Boyle/WINONAN

Miss WSU contestants congratulate each other at the show Thursday. Pictured are,
clockwise from left, Erica Schrek, Miss WSU Erika Rulseh, Darcy Wilkinson, Jessica
Mikes, Jane Danielson, Heather Westling, and Amanda Papendieck.

`Art' play
examines
friendship

Correction:
Last week's Miss WSU story incorrectly identified the recipient of
the contests' proceeds. All proceeds go to the ALD Foundation.

Annual
plays
return to
Lake Park

Limited time only

Cheryl Johnson
WINONAN

Three Winona State University students are examining the
meaning of friendship through
their production of "Art."
Mitchel Auman, David Bugni
and Clinton Jeffrey are all theater students graduating in May,
and this will be their final performance at WSU.
"This play examines what it
means to have a meaningful relationship with somebody,"
Auman said.
The premise is something
everyone can relate to — a disagreement with a friend.
"Serge buys a very expensive,
almost all white painting. His
friend, Marc, comes over to see
it and doesn't think that it is art
as he perceives it," Bugni said.
"They begin to discuss what art
is and the conversation becomes
very heated. Eventually their
argument leads to their relationship and what they mean to each
other."
Ivan, their other friend, then
stops by and tries to put Marc
and Serge on equal footing. He
makes them try to see the situation from another point of view.
"Ivan just wants everyone to
get along because they are tearing each other up and attacking
each other personally. I'm just
trying to be the mediator," said
Jeffrey, who plays Ivan.
This play examines a person's
friends, the growth of each person and the ability to still maintain those friendships.
"It is a balance of loving your
friends for who they are and still
accepting what they want to be,"
Bugni said.
The show is a reality check
for the performers. It makes
them really think about their own
actual friendships. It also gives
them a chance to look at situations they've had from different
viewpoints.
"Earlier, David said something really true: That we've all
been Serge, we've all been Marc,
we've all been in these character's shoes," Jeffrey said.
This is a play that has very
true humor. There are many
funny moments, yet these
moments are not accomplished
by slapstick, jokes or stunts.
"There's a lot of moments
See Art, Page 6

Alicia A. Magera
WINONAN

Sarah Kennon/WINONAN

Rows of bowling balls line one wall of the basement of the student union in Kryzsko Commons. The bowling
°alley will be removed this summer during a rennovation project. The wood from the bowling alley lanes will be
used to make a small stage in the student union. Pool tables will also be removed from the area.

Columnist explores alternative housing
In many past articles, I have discussed
CHRIS
the importance of livBENDA
ing sustainably in our
everyday lives. However, being students
Erzzlirontneittal
most of us are limited
in the actions we can
columnist
take to reduce our
impact on the environment. We can recycle,
remember to turn off appliances and walk as much as possible,
but we require external utilities to provide water, natural gas and
electricity. If you rent.property, you have little control over how
these necessities are supplied to your house or apartment. But
someday you might be buying or building a home or perhaps be
involved in the construction of an apartment complex and will
need to consider how to supply the utilities you need. I decided to
look into the ideas others are using to be self-sustainable.
This last weekend I visited the home of Jim Riddle and Joyce
Ford, on the Wiscoy Land Cooperative, about 10 miles outside of
Winona. In the 1970s, Riddle and Ford built a fully functional
home from recycled materials that is completely off-grid, meaning that they do not depend on wires from power plants to supply
electricity. They provide a unique example of what can be accomplished with a little innovation and elbow grease.
The home is built into the hill so you can enter the first or second level directly from outside. The limestone foundation was
reused from a nearby barn that was torn down. Biesanz Stone
Company sold them cheap blemished stones that they modified
and used for part of their floor. This design helps to insulate their

home, since heat is lost to air much faster than to soil. The underground rock that makes up a portion of their wall also helps to
keep the house cool for the same reasons.
Their home is located on the top of a bluff, where they receive
ample supplies of wind and sun. A wind generator nearby supplies them and their neighbors with some power. They also have
solar panels, which automatically rotate themselves to line up
with the position of the sun. Since they are not connected to any
power lines, they must store energy in batteries for use when low
energy conditions exist like at night or cloudy, calm days. If conditions get poor enough, there is a generator for backup, which
they said is rarely used.
They have all the necessary appliances, adapted to run from a
12-volt power source. The refrigerator is a
super efficient model that uses one-third as
much electricity as normal models. The motor
unit is on top so the generated heat rises up and
away from the main unit, helping to keep the
fridge cool. There is plenty of electricity to
power computers, a television, an electric stove
Deep Beologg
and general lighting.
Truly ingenious are the porcelain plates they salvaged to use as
roofing. Rainwater runs down the plates and into a gutter where it
moves to a cistern for storage. This water was used for all purposes except drinking. Hauling in drinking water prompted them to
install a well and pump that provides water to the inside of their
home.
A chimney heats their home, and all the wood is cut locally.
Riddle estimates that only one acre will ever be needed to provide
wood for heating. Wood is cleaner to.burn than coal or propane
See Chris, Page 6

The works of William Shakespeare will once again echo
throughout Lake Park. The 13th
annual Shakespeare in the Park
will be help Saturday and
Sunday at the Lake Park band
shell.
According to Saul Borris,
production coordinator, this
year's presentation will include
five different productions. All of
these have a Shakespearean
theme. This year's scenes are
from: Rosencrantz and Gildenstern are Dead, Hamlet, Much
Ado about Nothing, A Midsummer's Nights Dream and 10
Things I Hate About You.
Each scene is directed by a
different person and is approximately eight minutes long.
"The scenes are well rounded,
they have a beginning, a middle
and an end," Borris said.
Teresa Woodall, director of
Rosencrantz and Gildenstern are
Dead, said, "In my production
almost everybody dies."
A Midsummer's
Night
Dream, Borris explained, is done
in a "Jerry Springer" style.
The Much Ado About Nothing
scene involves a lot of crossdressing.
Approximately 30 to 40 people are involved in the productions. Most are students from
Winona State but a few are from
Winona Senior High School.
The productions are geared
toward a general audience and
all people should understand
them.
"People with a little experience in Shakespeare will understand all of it, people with no
experience will understand most
it," Woodall said.
Borris hopes students and
community members will get a
better understanding of Shakespeare through attending these
productions.
"Because of the way we
structure the performances in a
new light, people can have a better understanding of his work,"
Borris said.
There is no admission charge
for the production. In case of
inclement weather, the performances will be held in Somsen
Auditorium.
,
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Seniors
showcased
final dances
Lindsey Senn
WINONAN
The Winona State University department of theatre and dance
presented the annual Senior Dance Recital Friday and Saturday.
Seniors Rebecca Dettman and Christine Weins each performed
their final dance at Winona State.
Despite the pressures of performing in front of audiences, many
performers agree that the dancing itself has helped their lives.
Dettman, who has been dancing at WSU for the past four years,
said, "The biggest effect that dance has had on my life is the creativity it has brought. It's such a creative outlet."
Emma Duncanson, who performed in a jazz piece, agreed.
"It's a special kind of therapy," she said. "Dancing is always fun!
Performance is fun because for a couple of minutes, you and the
members of your group get to show people just how much fun it is to
dance." Sophomore Erin McFarlane believes the performances are enjoyable because "the energy levels in all of the dances are different,
making the whole show great. Some of the upbeat pieces really get
the audience in a good mood."
McFarlane participated in the tap, jazz and modern dance pieces.
Each of the participants attended several practices and rehearsals
before the performance.
"There are also a lot of other things that go into preparing for a
performance — you need to have a light and sound operator, a stage
manager and we have to lay the dance floor, cleaning it before and
after every practice and performance," McFarlane said.
Dancers in the performance were: Kristen Andraschko, Jennifer
Baechle, Josie Bisek, Emma Duncanson, Karen Earp, Erin McFar-. _
lane, Rachel Noack, Claire Short, Melanie Squillace, Candy
Wordekemper and Natalie Zenefski.

Eileen Ferguson/WiNoNAN

Top: Rebecca Dettmann dances to the song "Moved By You," choreographed by Klaya
Rosenberg, as part of the senior dance recital held Friday and Saturday in the Performing Arts Center.
Above left: Christina Wiens choreographed and danced to the song "Untitled."
Right: Rebecca Dettmann sails through the air. Dettmann and Wiens showed their final
dances before graduation from Winona State University.

Social Services

Change the
future.
A degree in social services
is great, but what are
you going to do with it?
May we make a suggestion?
Hennepin County Department of
Economic Assistance now has numerous entry-level openings available
that we feel would be especially attractive to people-oriented and servicefocused individuals. Join us as:

FINANCIAL WORKER
You'll conduct client interviews, explain our Assistance Program, verify
eligibility, and respond to inquiries.
You'll also make referrals to county
and community resources, enter data,
maintain case records, implement
program changes, and calculate payments/budgets. Bilingual positions
are also available.

ye

el,p(030V

We offer a very competitive salary/
benefits package and the opportunity
to work in a rewarding, teamoriented atmosphere with job security. Please visit our website at
www.co.hennepin.mn.us to apply
and to see all of our
employment opportunities. Please call (612)
Hennepin
348-7148 if you have
questions. EOE

X for

www.co.hennepin.mn.us
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Continued from Page 5

that are ridiculous, but they are moments that everyone goes
through," said director Tony Rydberg.
Performances are at 7:30 p.m. April 25 and 26 in the Dorothy B.
Magnum Theatre. Admission is free and on a first come-first serve
basis.

(www.
winona.
edu/
winonan)

Chris

Continued from Page 5
and provides more heat.
upon. For example, clean water, hot or cold, flows
They make the most of the heat that would up to my second floor apartment with the simple
escape with the chimney smoke by coiling water turn of a knob. I can keep food cold or frozen or
lines around the outflow pipe. The water absorbs heat it up in minutes. I can put garbage outside and
the heat on its way out of the house and is circulat- it disappears the next morning. Should I give up
ed through a tank, allowing for storage of hot these conveniences in order to live sustainably?
water. The open interior of the house also makes Of course not, but it may be important to for us
good use of the heat, allowing convection to dis- all to consider changing the mechanisms that protribute heat to the upper level where the sleeping vide us with these amenities. How can we make
areas are located. the shift to a sustainable life without tearing down
Other highlights are a compost toilet, a green- our houses and starting over? More on that next
house and a root cellar with canned vegetables week.
from their organic garden.
Reach
Chris
Benda
at
Of course we cannot all be expected to live in a cdbenda8344@webmail. winona.
totally self-sustaining manner, but I often think edu
about all the conveniences I've become dependent

Miss WSU
Continued from Page 5
The categories of the pageant included a talent competition, a formal wear competition and two question and answer segments.
The talent competition included many vocal talents, instrumental solos and a comedy skit.
In the question and answer segments, the girls were required to answer one serious question and one
humorous one. After the question and answer segment, lined up in a single row, hands intertwined, the
girls awaited the judges' decision.
"I'm very happy Erika won," said Heather Westling, runner-up in the pageant, who was sponsored by
the Greek Council.
The People's Choice Award for the pageant went to Jane Danielson, sponsored by Pi Lambda Phi fraternity. When all was said and done, the girls didn't feel as though they had been in a contest, but merely having fun.
"I had so much fun," Westling said. "I was not sure if I wanted to do it, but am glad I did. We were
not competitive at all, we just kept encouraging each other."
Erika Schreck, who was sponsored by Delta Phi Epsilon sorority, said, "I think it went good, and we
all got along really well. We kept saying no matter who wins, it was still fun."
The pageant was able to raise approximately $600 for the ALD Foundation.
The Miss WSU pageant originated from the Mr. WSU pageant, which will take place Thursday. Proceeds from that pageant will go to the Nicole Zanoni Scholarship.
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Voice recognition software contains glitches
MICHAEL
CANAVINO

Technology'
columnist

As you may have read a passage to
the window and the university will be
upgrading to windows XP in the fall
semester. If you one of my gropos in this
heard that they don't like winows XP
very much. All I haven't said inything
yet They believe they prob ly will
upgrade to Office XP as well. contains
many interesting features Iraq's,
switches were port one excel, include a
feature called test gains with the disease
to select new documents wet new templates and isn't and incorp4ate select
1

different of different slotting templates.
A new feature in Word is voice recognition which allows you to To dictate
papers into the computer using a microphone and have words friends like them
for you.

remember having voice recognition
software for Word 6.0. It was so
advanced it came on the "new" 3.5 inch
diskettes, instead of the still-in4sse
5-inch floppies. It allowed only commands, though;
such as saying,
If you've managed to read this far,
"File...Open," or
you're probably wondering,.how many
"Align...left." We
'shrooms I've eaten and where you can
were
easily
buy some. The reason the above paraimpressed
back
graph sounds like rantings from
then. The new
Arkham is that I used a lapel microvoice , software
my Own
phone and the Word 2002 (XP) voice
with Word XP
Hon-Uirtual includes comrecognition feature to dictate it. The
success rate, as shown above, is still
mands as well as
Space
pretty low. Voice recognition software
the dictation, and
has been around for awhile, available at
for a wild Friday
one time from IBM, LH, Dragon and night, handwriting recognition.
more. It's mostly faded into the back- "Method burinist" is Word's translation
ground now, having been released pre- of my signature using the mouse to
maturely, again.
write it on the screen. I'm sure it would
Going way back into the old days, I be a little better if I had a drawing pad,

Suggestions given for
personal recipe books
Every
so
often,
someone
MISSY
will ask me
where I get the
recipes I publish each week.
Food
Unless othcolumnist
erwise noted,
each comes
from my own
collection of recipes collected over the years. Most
have been personally tested with great results (or a
few minor adjustments to get great results), while
others are collected from trusted sources.
It's pretty obvious that I need a recipe collection, as this column would lose its flair without the
weekly_ "Try this." However, even students without kitchens to call their own may want to start
rounding up their favorites to have on hand.
Having an assortment of tested recipes can
come in handy in a number of situations.
If you ever need to throw an impromptu dinner
party, bring a dozen cookies to a bake sale or create
a fantastic dessert to impress your significant
other's parents, there's both convenience and
sanity-saving in knowing your recipe will work.
The first thing you'll need to start your recipe
collection is a storage system. A set of 3-by-5 note
cards and a small box is pretty traditional, but it
also means you have to transcribe recipes onto
those cards. If you don't mind the writing, there
are also small spiral-bound sets of note cards; a
nice option if you want to skip the box, but less
expandable.
If you're not much for rewriting, you can paste
recipes into a notebook or use a three-hole punch
and keep them in a binder.
You could also slip recipes into page protectors,
which will be handy if you happen to spill all over
the recipe — just use a damp cloth to wipe the protector clean.
For those who aren't bothered by clutter, you
can stash recipes in a folder or box. Just remember

that this means a little more digging when you
need to find a recipe.
As you collect recipes, try to leave a little room
for notes you might want to add. If you find a
sprinkle of garlic powder adds a nice touch to your
pasta sauce, jot it down at the end of the recipe.
You can also add your own little notes, such as
"Goes well with red wine" or "Make for best
friend when I need a favor."
I also recommend you list • where you got
each recipe. If you find three of your favorite
cake recipes come from Aunt Helda, you may want
to see what other recipes Auntie is hiding from
you.
Speaking of aunts, family members are a great
place to start collecting
recipes. Even families that
shy away from cooking
often have a recipe or two
they keep hidden.
But if they don't, there
are other sources.
If you have any food-talented friends, hit them
up for suggestions. You could send out a mass email requesting favorite recipes. Also ask to borrow cookbooks from anyone who has a few. Page
through the book and jot down (or photocopy)
recipes you'd like to try. If they don't work, you
can always throw them out later.
Newspapers and advertisements . are another
source of recipes. There will often be one printed
next to food coupons as a way to entice readers to
purchase the product.
After a while, your recipe collection will begin
to tell a story — where you found this one, why
you love that one. What kind of story will yours
tell?

SPOsonings

but I need to save my money for the
game "Counter Strike: Condition Zero"
and other important expenses.
As for improving the dictation, Word
XP has you read different passages,
from Edger Allen Poe and Bill Gates to
better understand you, and a headset
mic — like the one that hot Progressive
Insurance woman wears — would probably help too, but I found it very difficult to speak naturally. While I can type
away without thinking — as evident by
the quality of my writing — and often
will say out loud what I'm typing to see
how it sounds, I found myself stopping
and starting when dictating, unable to
speak naturally. The difficulty might
have something to do with how Word
enters your musings; it has major lagtime, often a whole sentence or more
behind, so I found myself waiting for
the last sentence to appear before I went
on, and it became very distracting.

Will voice software eventually
replace typing? I think it will one day,
especially for tasks such checking
e-mail, or locating your GPS-enabled
dog: simple tasks that will be done on
whatever tiny devices everyone will be
carrying in five years. If the advancement of biometrics — using your retina
or fingerprint for security — is any indication, voice technology will continue
to improve dramaticall. Until then we
will be seated in front of our computers
saying, "The future isn't said there's no
favorable we make ourselves."
As a post-script, when I went to send
this article to my editor, I noticed the
file is over one megabyte! That's about
three times the size of a non-dictated
document.
Reach Michael Canavino at
michael@canavino.corn

BEYOND RELIGION
Try this:
Butterscotch oatmeal
cookies

1 cup butter or margarine, softened
1 1/4 cup brown sugar
1/2 cup granulated
sugar
2 eggs
2 tablespoons milk
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 3/4 cup flour
1 teaspoon baking
soda
2 1/2 cup old-fashioned
oats, uncooked
1 12-ounce bag butterscotch chips
Heat oven to 375
degrees. Beat margarine
or butter and sugars
together until creamy. Add
eggs, milk and vanilla;
beat well. Add flour, baking soda and mix well. Stir
in oats, butterscotch chips
and nuts; mix well. Drop
by rounded teaspoonfuls
on to ungreased cookie
sheets. Bake 10 minutes
or until lightly browned.
Cool one minute, remove
from cookie sheet and
cool completely.

Jesus' unconditional
love extends to all
PAUL
KON/COL

Religion
columnist
VA A*44,

Some time ago a friend of
mine called to tell me she was
going to remain a Buddhist. She
was hanging out with a bunch of
Christian friends and just wanted
to make sure no one was getting
the wrong idea. After all, she
said, the rules in Christianity and
Buddhism are exactly the same.
At first I wanted to argue with
her, to show her how wrong she
was, and I tried, but the truth of it
was she was. right. Both sets of
rules are the same: Don't kill
people, be nice, try not to steal
and if you feel guilty, make God

happy with you by praying or, in
her case, meditating. She was
right; I had no case.
There are no rules with Jesus
though. Of course, now you
might be thinking I'm going to
tell you again what Christianity
is, but I'm not. I've actually really, grown to dislike Christianity
over the past three months
because what I see in it is nothing more than a religion, a set of
rules designed to try to get people closer to God. Here are some
examples: Read your Bible every
day, pray every day, tell people
about Jesus, do good in school,
don't kiss your girlfriend until
you're engaged and the list goes
on and on. I really don't think
these rules are good anymore.
All they do is hold passionate
people in bondage, locked under
a covering of guilt and shame.
Alright, time for a breath of
fresh air and the truth: Jesus likes
See Paul, Page 8

Reach Missy Teff at fooddiva@hotmail.com
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The Winonan is hiring!

Why is it so hard for a 30-year-old

to think about retirement?

When You re young, retirement

planning is pretty far down on your list of concerns. Say, somewhere between the melting

Positions
open for
next year
include:
For more
information
contact Jen Selby or
Stacy Booth at
winonan@
webmail.winona.edu

Sports editor
Copy editor
Webmaster
Reporters
Columnists
Ad reps

polar ice caps and dishpan hands. And that's completely understandable. But by planning
early and sticking to that plan, you can increase the money you'll have to enjoy retirement,
and potentially decrease the years you'll spend working, We offer a range of different
options, including tax-deferred retirement plans. SRAs, and IRAs, all with low expenses.
Now that's something to fall in love with.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
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Affleck fails to lead
in 'Changing Lanes'
Have you ever seen a
movie that loOked so good
in the trailer, but failed misBRIAN
erably
to deliver in the theGALLAGHER
ater? The most recent one I
can think of is Steven
Movie
Speilberg's horrible
Reviewer
But "Changing Lanes" is
the latest movie that falls
into this category.
Changing LaneS" is the story of two men who lead totally
different lives, and whose paths happen to cross lone day when
they get in a traffic accident, hence the clever title.
Gavin Banek (Affleck), an affluent, arrogant attorney, and
Doyle Gibson (Jackson), a recovering alcoholic trying to win
back his wife and kids, are both running late and get into an
accident, but Banek leaves
Gibson stranded on the side of
the road. This causes Gibson
to be late for a divorce hearing
and lose his kids. Banek, however, left a file laying on the
road that he desperately needs
in his case. He has to get it
back to the judge by the end
of the day or he will lose his
case. So this sends Banek to
search out Gibson and mess
With his life, hoping he will give back the file after his life is
mined.
' You see all of this in the trailer and hope the movie will he just
as good. It isn't:
Most of the reason this movie is so bad is Affleck. 1 know
ladies, he'S soOocioo hot, but he can't act his way out of a grocery
bag. Well, I shouldn't say that.
He can act in supporting roles just fine. I've enjoyed his Work
-

OUT OF

****

in "Boiler Room," "Good Will Hunting" and every Kevin Smith
movie he's been in. But when he takes the lead in a movie, it's
usually pretty bad. He's just not a good enough actor to carry a
whole movie on his shoulders.
Jackson does a good job,
however, and the one star I
Starring:
gave this movie is mostly
because of Jackson's perforBen Affleck
mance. But the bad perforSamuel L. Jackson
mance from Affleck isn't the
only place the movie suffers. The script needed a lot
Directed by
of work as well.
Roger Michell
Movies are supposed to
give you good guys to root
for and bad guys to root
■•••■•••■•■11■ 1•••••=1.1 ■••■•••••••••••.111191110.
against. This doesn't really
give you any good guys.
Most of the time we're rooting for Jackson's character, but
then he does something bad and we really don't care about him
either.
It's basically about two guys who don't like being pushed
around, and then they meet and get in a pissing contest trying to
see who can outdo whom. Even at the end when they see the
error of their ways, we just don't care because it'sloo little, too
late.
Director Roger Michell, ( -Notting Hill") does a good job with
everyone except Affleck, including Amanda Peet and Toni Collette, who do a good job as well.
As far as Affleck is concerned, his next movie has him as the
star also "The Sum of All Fears" based on a Tom Clancy
novel. We'll have to see if his shoulders have gotten any stronger
after this movie.
Reach Brian Gallagher at brian7544chartel:net
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Paul

On top at the
box office

Continued
from Page 7
you. It's funny how different his
7eelings for us sound when we
► se the word "like" instead of
`love." Think about it; who
knows what love is? It's a word
Mat's been so misused it's
become almost obsolete. We
Imow what it's like to like someme though, to want to be around
that person, to enjoy their conversation and to feel good when
we're with them. That's how
Jesus feels about you. When he
toil me this I realized most of
wfat I had been told about him
my whole life was a lie and we
were going to start over. I honestly thought I had to earn his
affection through following
rules, and when the revelation
cant that he likes me anyway,
no matter if I flunk school, am
gay Dr swear, I gave up on religion.
M that you could ever want,
the deepest most intimate relationship ever, is found freely in
Jesus. The cross was the whole
point; now everything is free,
and he's out to take you into
himself because he wants you so
badly.
I've heard so many people tell
me that a relationship with Jesus
is boring and hard, but at least
you go ti) heaven if you don't
screw up. (I've often been the
one telling that to people too).
What a complete joke. Being
with him I feel the most affection
I've ever felt. I actually do feel
it, and the excitement as he leads
me through this world only
grows as he shows me more of
himself. He likes me, he likes
especially me, and I can't go
back to what other people tell me
is the right set of rules to follow.
Reach Paul Konkol at
pdkonkol@aol.com •

This weekend's top 10
grossing movies, with
figures (in millions) for
this weekend's gross
and total to-date gross
Changing Lanes
17.5
17.5
—

Panic Room
11.3
74.1
—

The Sweetest Thing
10.0
10.0
—

Ice Age
8.7
151.0
—

The Rookie
45.4
8.1
—

High Crimes
8.0
25.5
—

Clockstoppers
4.7
28.1
—

Frailty
4.2
4.2
—

Van Wilder
4.2
13.8
—

Blade II
4.1 — 73.6

FOR YOUR EARS ONLY

Night Train game provides alternate entertainment
rum
FRER'AG

Music columnist

As everybody knows, Winona isn't
really a hub for concerts. Musical acts
come and go, but there's only a steady
stream of entertainers at a few venues in
town. This is kind of a dilemma for a
music writer, so I needed an assignment.
Luckily enough, I was able to see the La
Crosse Night Train game this last weekend. You're probably wondering why I
didn't review the Sugar Ray concert, but I
didn't think it would make sense to
review a concert that lots of readers
already saw for themselves. So here's
what it's like at a Night Train game.

April 13, 2002
was a thrill. The team benches and the
After a fun night of watching some field reminded me of a hockey rink. The
movies and playing some card games obvious differences were that the benches
with some friends, I was able to watch my were deeper and there was a lack of ice.
first National Indoor Football League Just like hockey, the benches were right
game. The La Crosse Night Train took on next to each other, so needless to say,
the Omaha Beef (I love that name). La there was quite a bit of profane dialogue
Crosse is an inaugural team so they didn't between the two teams. Luckily enough,
really compete, as the final score reflect- those weren't the only sounds that were
ed (47-11). The football will improve, but heard.
I'm not focusing on that, instead I'm
The music they played was very pregoing to write about the whole spectacle. dictable. They played "Crazy Train" by
My friend Rob and I started off the day Ozzy Osbourne and "Ride the Train" by
at about 2 p.m. with the team at a steak the Quad City DJs. To add to the sound,
buffet in La Crosse. There was a little bit the announcer shouted, "Let's make some
of a buzz in the restaurant as quite a few noise," just about every other play. It kept
people were curious about the football the crowd in the game, but I don't know if
team. Some people even thought I was a I could put up with it for more than one
player, which was pretty exciting for me. I contest.
probably should have asked them for
At halftime, a group of guys performed
money. When we arrived at the game covers as the "Blues Brothers." They
helped to highlight the game with their
though, it was obvious I wasn't a player.
Rob and I were lucky enough to sit energetic show. They even impressed the
behind the Night Train's bench, which cheerleaders.

The second half wasn't as competitive
as the first, but it was reassuring to see
that not many of the estimated crowd of
2,100 left the game. Those who stayed
were rewarded after the game, because
anyone can come onto the field and get all
the players' autographs. Everyone seemed
entertained, which is what you need when
the team isn't winning. However, as the
team starts winning, the crowds will get
larger. I suggest that everyone head out to
the La Crosse Center for a game. You'll
be entertained.
Next two home Night Train Games:
■ Saturday, May 4, 7 p.m. vs.
Wyoming Calvary
■ Saturday, May 25, 7 p.m. vs. Ohio
Valley Greyhounds
Reach
Tim
Freitag
trnfreita2135@webmail.winona.edu

Got a good
idea? Want
to share it?
Let us know!
Winonan@
webmail.
winona.edu
(c) 2002 Foxy www.nightbirdgallery.com

Chop & Cleaver
Students:
Check Out Our Fine
Meats for All Your Grilling Needs!

452-6448
Chop & Cleaver 427 E. 3rd St.
Winona, Minnesota 55987

Academic Assistance Center
MC] Seeks Academic Assistants
Academic Assistants will be hired
to provide subject assistance
to students for the
2002-2003 school year.
Must have earned 30 or more semester
hours and have a 3.0 or higher
cumulative GPA

If interested in this opportunity please pick up
an application in the Advising & Retention
Office (Phelps 129) or on-line at the homepage of the Academic Assistance Center
www.winona.msus.edu/advising/aac/

at

Call
your
mom
and tell her
about our
cheap
subscriptions
For more
information
about prices,
email
winonan@
webmail.
winona.edu

••• •••••• •• ••••••
• Miss Winona Scholarship Pageant •
•
•
• A preliminary to the Miss Minnesota Pageant •
of scholarships for
• and the largest source
•
women.
•
•
•
•
Informational Meeting
•
•
Meet us, and let us meet you!
• What: Contest orientation and info. session. •
•
•
When: April 20,2002, 10:00 a.m.
•
•
Where:
Watkins
Manor,
175
E
Wabasha
St.
•
•
• RSVP: 452-5514 (Nancy) or 452-8695 (Luke) •
• Bring a friend or family member! •
• Meet with Gretchen Johnson,
•
•
•
Miss Winona 2001!
•
•
•• •••• • ••• • •••• • •

CLUB TEAMS
Contact Chris Yarolimek or Brett Carow to
get your club sports into the Winonan. We
support WSU clubs.

April

SPORTS
www.winona.eduiwinonan

17, 2002

Baseball: 4/9 — 4/14
Warriors
12 6
Southwest State 7 7
.
Warriors
4 7
Southwest State 5 2

By Sara Greenlee
WINONAN

14 8
1 4

Softball:
4/9 — 4/14
MSU, Mankato 0 3
Warriors
1 4
Northern State
Warriors

0 1
8 7

UM-Crookston 3
Warriors
10
UM-Morris
Warriors

1
13

Bemidji State
Warriors

5
15

UM-Duluth
Warriors

6
2
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WSU in three-team dogfight

Score 'em

Warriors
Viterbo

Brett Carow, Chris Yarolimek — editors
507-457-5520
winonansports@hotmail.com

Eileen Ferguson/WiNoNAN

Kari Webers slides in to score a run as the ball eludes the
MSU-Mankato catcher. The Warriors swept the Mustangs.

Sit down and hold on. The
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference race is on full steam
for the Winona State University
women's softball team.
Last week was jammed
packed with nine games for the
Warriors, seven of which were
conference match-•ups.
Winona State took it to every
competitor on its hectic schedule
except the one it wanted the most
— UM-Duluth.
"We knew the conference
would be a toss up between
Duluth, Concordia and WSU,"
Warriors coach Greg Jones said.
"We knew we'd have to beat
Duluth at least once. We were
hoping to get that win early, but

we are still where we want to be.
There is still a lot of softball to
be played."
Winona State (28-11-1 overall, 7-2 NSIC) was well on its
way as it swept Minnesota StateUniversity, Mankato early last
week at Maxwell field in a double-header that WSU won 1-0
and 4-3.
• The Mavericks beat the Warriors earlier in the season 1-7, so
it was payback time for WSU as
Cyndy Schubbe allowed only
four hits in seven innings and
struck out seven while walking
two. Winona State's only run
came in a big third inning when
shortstop Kristy Anderson stole
home.
The second game saw a little
more action as the Warriors put
in one run in the first inning off a

single by Kari Webers scoring
Nicole Alexander, and three in
the third inning with a Bridget
McCabe single that pushed two
across.
Mankato (12-16) was able to
give WSU a run for its money in
the seventh inning when the
Mavericks grabbed three runs,
making the Warriors nervous and
giving Schubbe the save, but
Stephanie Fritch the win.
Next on the agenda for
Winona State was Northern State
(5-10, 0-6) Friday. This was an
easier sweep for the Warriors,
who came out in the first game of
the double-header to finish the
game in five innings, in accordance to the mercy rule, winning
8-0.
In five innings, Schubbe manSee dogfight, Page 10

Steigerwald, Butt power Warriors to three victories
Ian Stauffer
W1NONAN

MSU, Moorhead 0
Warriors
8
Women's Tennis
Southwest State
Warriors

8

Warriors
Bemidji State

9
0

Warriors
Moorhead St.

9
0

Men's Tennis
Warriors
UW-La Crosse

1
6

UW-Oshkosh
Warriors

7
2

St. Cloud State
Warriors

8
1

1

Track
at Gustavus Adolphus
Lee Krough Invite
No score kept

Start 'em
Karen Darveaux
Joanne LaShomb
The duo continued their
dominance in No. 1 doubles
for the Warriors and set the
pace for the WSU doubles
teams, which went undefeated against Moorhead
State, Bemidji State and
Southwest State.

One swing, four RBI, game
over. Erik Steigerwald hit a
grand slam Sunday for the
Winona State University baseball team to cap a five-run seventh inning for the Warriors as
WSU beat Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference foe Southwest State University for the second time in four games.
The Warriors and Mustangs
split two doubleheaders last
weekend with WSU winning 7-2
on Sunday and 12-7 on Saturday,
while SSU took games 7-6 on
Saturday and 5-4 on Sunday.
Steigerwald's homer came in
the top of the seventh inning and
broke a 2-2 tie with the Mus
tangs. Before that shot, he had
been hitting 1-9 on the weekend
and had no RBI or runs scored.
The seventh started with a
walk to Mike Spaeth and a sac
bunt by Kyle Butt. Then Nolan
Gilbertson walked, and Ken
Halvorson was hit by a pitch to
load the bases. Brent Schmidt
grounded to the pitcher and
reached on a fielder's choice as
Spaeth was forced out at home.
Adam Gust drew a bases
loaded walk to give the Warriors
a 3-2 lead, then Steigerwald
Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAN
stepped to the plate, found a Winona State shortstop Mike Spaeth makes it a close play at secondbase for Viterbo second baseman Dan Seliga
pitch to his liking, and deposited during action Tuesday at Max well field.
it over the fence.
winning run.
Mustangs escaped with the win.
Earlier on Sunday, the teams Chris Monaco singled to start the walked to load the bases.
On Saturday, Southwest
In the early game on SaturWinona State's closer, Paul
again went into the seventh inning and advanced to second
inning tied, this time at four. The on a wild pitch by Andrew Lar- Kristof came in to try and get the State scored in the bottom of the day, the Warriors tied the game
Warriors failed to score in their son. Travis Irwin singled and Warriors out of a jam, but ended sixth with an RBI single from at two in the second inning
half of the inning, but the Mus- moved Monaco over to third. up beaning Jacob Swartout with Irwin to take a 7-6 lead. The thanks to a two-RBI double from
tangs did not. Southwest State's The next batter was intentionally the bases loaded, bringing in the Warriors failed to score and the
See Butt, Page 10

Gustavus Adolphus
Lee Krough Invite

Quote 'em
"The pitchers have been
strong all year, and last
week we really put the
offense together. Cyndy had
three shutouts and gave up
only one unearned run. She
had a really good week
throwing the ball.,"
—WSU softball
coach Greg Jones

Count 'em
10 , 000
Dollars paid by Curt
Mueller for two pieces of
World Series hero Luis
'Gonzales's bubble gum spit
from his mouth in a spring
training game.

6
Majors won by Tiger
Woods in his last 10
attempts.

St. Peter, Minnesota April 13

Hammer

Jenny Klatt

4th

Crystal Teske

4th

Jamie Miller

4th

Alicia Sliter

41-0 1/2

T4th High Jump

Keh Kreuzer

4-11 3/4

5th

Sara Prorok,

Shot Put

4x100 Relay

Amanda Messick,

52.95

Beth Miller,
Meredith Bocian
5th

Long Jump

Jamie Miller

5th

Triple Jump

Tracy Knippel

6th

16-8 1/2
34-10 1/2

Jenny Cuculi

12.93

6th

200m

Crystal Teske

27.26

6th

400m

Val Leussler

"1 :02.91

40.4

7th

400m

Jen Herbst

1:03.09

Avetage points per game
scored in the NFL last year.
It was 42.4 points two seasons ago.

7th

100 hurdles

Sheena Deziel

16.64

8th

400m

Amanda Messick

1:03.30

8th

Long jump

Tracy Knippel

15-9 3/4

Women's tennis gains momentum; men falter
Zeb Baumann
W1NONAN

The Winona State women's tennis team has
taken a liking to beating their opponents and beating them bad.
The latest installment of this trend saw the Warriors upend Southwest State at St. T's before shutting out Moorhead State and Bemidji State in
Bemidji last weekend.
Karen Darveaux set the team trend defeating
Katherine Helget 7-6, 6-2 in straight sets. Mandy
Pivek pulled off Southwest states only victory with
a with a 6-4, 6-3 win over Brea Bruggeman.
Joanne LaShomb of WSU won her match 6-1, 6-4
in straight sets. WSU's Lindsey Sims won over
Laurie Becker in dominating fashion 6-0, 6-0.
Megan Krentz had almost as dominating a performance as Sims with a 6-1,6-0 win over Ann Weber.
On a calmer note Megan Newbauer was awarded a
win by default.
On the doubles side of the court, Winona went
undefeated as Darveaux and LaShomb won over
Helget and Pivek 8-2. Bruggeman and Sims took
down Granheim and becker 8-3. Krentz and Newbauer won their match by default.
As the week rolled on the Warriors continued to
overpower the competition, blanking Bemidji
State 9-0. WSU's Karen Darveaux shutout Bemidji's Thea Kinney in straight sets 6-0, 6-0. Brea
Bruggeman, Joanne LaShomb, Lindsey Sims,
Megan Krentz, and Megan Newbauer all recorded
wins against Bemidji's team.
The doubles matches went the same way with
Darveaux and LaShomb winning 8-2. Sims and
Bruggeman winning 8-0, and Krentz and Newbauer winning 8-3 to finish out the match at 8-0.
The 9-0 sweep of Moorhead State University
saw Darveaux beat Ann Rollins 6-0, 6-4; Bruggeman and LaShomb defeat their respective opponents by indentical 6-3, 6-1 tallies before Sims,
Krentz and Newbauer all take their opposing Drag-

ons down.
The men, meanwhile, dropped six of seven sets
to the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse before
dropping two to the University of WisconsinOshkosh and St. Cloud State University 7-2 and 81, respectively.

Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAN

WSU's Cody Neslon leaps to return a ball
from University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh's
Chris Calk.

WINONAN
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Dogfight

WSU shortstop
Angie
Shellum
unleashes
a
throw to first
base. Shellum
has blasted three
home runs with
16 runs batted in
and has batted at
a .260 clip this
season.

Tiger tames Masters for third time
Associated Press — Tiger
Woods proved far more daunting
than a toughened up, redesigned
Augusta National.
Woods swiftly took the lead
at the Masters on Sunday and
the world's best golfers swiftly
turned to mush. Despite all the
changes to the venerable course,
the ending was all too familiar.
Woods took control with an
early burst of birdies, then
watched everyone else hit into
he water, the gallery and the
trees in a desperate and reckless
attempt to catch him.
Eventually, they all scattered
to the sidelines as Woods
marched past and into history by
claiming his third green jacket,
becoming only the third player
to win back-to-back titles.
"I think we're going to wear
this jacket out putting it on you
before your career is over,"
Augusta National chairman
Hootie Johnson said as he
slipped the size 42 long over
Woods' shoulders.
It was Johnson who ordered
the biggest renovation in club
history
It was the 26-year-old Woods
who wore everyone out.
He closed with a 1-under 71
to claim a three-stroke victory
over U.S. Open champion Retief
Goosen, who started the final

round in a share of the lead and
spent most of the day playing for
second.
"After the front nine, I knew
it was all over for me," Goosen
said.
Woods walked up the 18th
fairway in a victory parade, tugging on the brim of his cap to
acknowledge the applause.
When he tapped in for par a
score of 12-under 276, he
hugged his parents, both decked
out in red shirts — the color he

"I think we're going
to wear this jacket
out putting it on
you before your
career is over."
HOOTIE JOHNSON,
Augusta National
Chairman
wears for every final round.
"It's awfully special," Woods
said. "For some reason, this
seemed a little bit harder. Maybe
cause we played 26 holes yesterday. I'm getting just a little bit
older."
So is this storyline.
"We've been over this
before," Thomas Bjorn said
when asked if anyone could

catch Woods. "This being the
Masters, and him being up there,
it obviously puts you under a bit
of pressure."
Woods became the first player to repeat as Masters champion
since Nick Faldo in 1990. Jack
Nicklaus was the only other, in
1965-66, and Woods' victory put
him halfway to Nicklaus' mark
of six Masters.
"Give him a couple of more
years, and I think Tiger will be
Greater than even Jack Nicklaus, Goosen said.
Last year, Woods battled Phil
Mickelson and David Duval
down the stretch to win the Masters and become the first player
to sweep the four professional
majors.
Another tight finish loomed,
with six of the top seven players
in the world all poised to win the
Masters. By the end of the day,
they were scratching their heads,
trying to figure out what they
could do — if anything to tame
Tiger.
"We were all trying to make
something happen to catch
Tiger, because we knew he wasn't going to falter," said Mickelson, who closed with a 71 to finish third, his 39th major and still
regarded as the best to never win
one.
See Tiger, Page 11

the other games," he added. "We
won by the mercy rule three of
our four wins."
Winona State's first victim
was the University of Minnesota-Crookston (10-9, 2-5). The
Warriors fought through the
Golden Eagles, winning
10-3.
Next was U of M-Morris (317-1, 0-8-1). The poor Cougars
didn't have a fighting chance
against WSU, as the Warriors
dominated 13-1.
Bemidji State was next on the
line as Winona State passed
them by 15-5.
Then it was on to U of MDuluth (27-11-1, 5-0). The Warriors just couldn't pull past the
Bulldogs two homers that scored
five of their six runs, and

Butt
Mark Berquist, scoring Halvorson and Spaeth.
WSU took a 5-2 lead in the third thanks to backto-back homers from Butt and Spaeth. Butt's was
a two-run job; Spaeth's a solo homer.
Butt earned another RBI in the fifth, singling
into center field, knocking in Josh Maggert from
second. Spaeth added a single in the next at bat to
plate Gilbertson and gave the Warriors a 7-1 lead.
The Mustangs took a nice chunk of the lead
back with a four-run fifth inning, capped by two
wild pitches from WSU's Dan Weinkauf and a
two-RBI single from the Mustang's Christian
Anderson.
SSU added another run in the sixth, but it
wasn't enough as Winona State broke out and
scored five runs in the top of the seventh.
Earlier in the week, WSU swept a doubleheader from nonconference opponent Viterbo
(Wis.) University.
WSU beat the V-Hawks 14-1 and 8-4. Butt
led the Warriors the entire day, hitting 3-6 with
two home runs (including a grand slam in the 141 win), eight RBI, and three runs.
Ben Vazquez also hit two home runs, both in
the 14-1 win and racked up four RBI.

Softball

Conference Overall
W L
W L
Winona State 8 1
22 6
Wayne,,State
7 2
17 1 5
Bemidji State
5 2
10 5
Concordia-St. Paul 4
So uthwest State 4 23
912 412
UM-Crookston
UM-Duluth
UM
U M Morris
o rr s
Nort h ern

4

-

°2
0

To find out how you can benefit from this great opportunity,
contact Captain Bass at the UW-L ROTC office—(608) 785-6760
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STANDINGS

261 2

279

211 25

Conference Overall
NORTH DIVISION
WL
WL
UM-Duluth
2
0
13 4
Bemidji State
2 2
5 9
UM-Crookston
2
3
10 7
UM-Morris
0 6
3
I5
MSU I'vfoorhead
0
2
5
16
SOUTH DIVISION
W L
W L
Southwest State
4 0
15 13
Winona State
27 10
6 1
Concordia-St Paul
3
1
17 10
Wayne State
6
3
15 18
I
Northern State
8
6
12

Ty Gangelhoff/WtNoNA

WSU first baseman Kyle Butt is congratulated by third
base coach Kyle Poock after knocking out a grand slam
during Tuesday's game versus Viterbo at Maxwell field.
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Winona State ended up losing
6-2 to the conference leaders.
WSU rebounded though, and
for the final game of the weekend shutout Minnesota State
Moorhead 8-0.
"All in all, we hit the ball
tremendously well," Jones said.
"Everybody, up and down the
order was hitting the ball.
Webers went 6-for-6, and Seifert
went 6-for-8.
"The pitchers have been
strong all year, and last week we
really put the offense together.
Cyndy had three shutouts and
gave up only one unearned run.
She had a really good week
throwing the ball.
"But the toughest week of the
season is this next one," Jones
added.

Continued from Page 9
The first game started slow for the Warriors
with no scoring and no hits in the first three
innings. The fourth inning started with Maggert
getting to first on an error, then a bunt base hit by
Jeff Dobbertin, and a hit by pitch for Gilbertson.
Then Butt hit a rocket over the right field wall
and onto the football field.
In the fifth inning, Dobbertin hit a two-RBI
single then he and Gilbertson both scored on
another homer by Butt, a three-run jack.
Vazquez hit his first homer two at-bats later to
finish a six-run inning.
WSU added four more in the sixth to finish
the game.
In the late game, Winona State scored all
eight of its runs in one break out inning, the third.
Gilbertson recorded a two-RBI single, Butt
got an RBI single, Brandon Kadlec hit an RBI
single, and Steigerwald hit a three-run homer to cap the inning and gave the Warriors an 8-2 lead.
In the inning, WSU scored eight runs on four
hits and took advantage of three Viterbo errors.
Overall, the Warriors record improved to 238, and to 9-3 in the NSIC.

Baseball

we throw all kinds of
t

/5-

Continued from Page 9

aged to strike out half the batters
she met, and allowed only three
hits for the win. The second
game was much the same with
Fritch recording the 7-1 win over
NSU. Fritch pitched seven
innings allowing six hits, one
walk and striking out two.
Webers went 3-for-3 at the
plate, with one home run and one
triple that gave her two safe trips
home and two RBI's.
On Saturday the Warriors
traveled to St. Paul for the NSIC
Crossover Tournament in which
WSU faced five of its conference contenders.
"Duluth was the one we had
to have," Jones said. "You got to
give Duluth credit — they swing
the bat really well.
"We did what we had to do in
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Late rounds still offer quality
picks in this year's NFL draft

legs. Anderson's time in the 40-yard dash was a running back Ricky Williams.
"We know that there are a lot of variables
little slow.
Thomas was too short at 5-foot-9, even though involved in the draft, a lot of different factors
the 5-9 Sam Mills had been a star at the same involved in making a decision."
Other second-day picks who have performed
position.
at a Pro Bowl-level include Washington running
There are a lot more than just that group.
rent poster boy for second-day stars. He took over
Since 1993, four current starting quarterbacks back Stephen Davis; Troy Brown, one of New
NEW YORK (AP) — The crowds at the NFL when Drew Bledsoe was hurt in the second game have been drafted on the second day: Mark England's stars last season; defensive end
draft begin to thin out at the end of Saturday's first and led New England to a Super Bowl victory.
Michael McCrary, a key
Brunell of Jackround.
Before that it was Davis, a league MVP and sonville (drafted by
player on Baltimore's
By Sunday, the second day, the room is empty: Super Bowl MVP who was taken in the sixth Green Bay); Trent
Super Bowl defense;
"You can put together a team with
no • hooting fans with face paint and signs; no round by Denver in 1995.
Denver's perennial Pro
Green of Kansas City
those guys. They're the ones who
players posing with new jerseys and beaming
"Has the size and ability to make it on the next (drafted by San
Bowl center, Tom
went to the small colleges, the
family members; no commissioner announcing level if he improves his practice habits and game Diego); Jim Miller of
Nalen; Mike Anderson,
picks.
preparation," Joel Buchsbaum of Pro Football Chicago (drafted by
guys who are supposed to be too
who ran for 1,000 yards
The only ones there are those who must be Weekly, one of the best draft prognosticators, Pittsburgh); and
for the Broncos when
small or too slow or too somethere — the low- and midlevel team officials, a wrote of Davis before the 1995 draft.
Davis was hurt; JerChris Weinke of Carthing. But if you draft well there,
few NFL overseers, and a handful of reporters to
In fact, his practice habits and game prepara- olina.
maine Lewis, now of
you can put together a good
record the obscure college players selected in tion are a huge reason Davis succeeded — one of
Houston, one of the
Rob Johnson, now
team."
Rounds 4-7.
the four runners in NFL history to gain more than with Tampa Bay, also
NFL's best kick returnBut just take a look at some of those who were 2,000 yards in a season.
ers; Minnesota center
was a second-day
JOHN BUTLER,
chosen when the whole world wasn't watching:
Armstead, a four-time Pro Bowler, was taken pick, as was Gus
Matt Birk; and safety
San Diego general manager
Tom Brady, Terrell Davis, Jessie Armstead, Jamal in the eighth round by the New York Giants in Frerotte, a solid No. 2
Lance Schulters, a
Anderson, Zach Thomas.
1993, the year the draft went from 12 rounds to with
who
considerable
sixth-rounder
"You can put together a team with those guys," eight. Thomas, another Pro Bowl linebacker, went starting
experience
made the Pro Bowl with
says San Diego general manager John Butler, who to Miami in the fifth round in 1996. Anderson, the who was taken in the seventh round in 1994 by San Francisco in 1999 and agreed to terms Thursdid just that with the Buffalo team that went to star of Atlanta's run to the 1999 Super Bowl, was Washington. In that same draft, the Redskins used day with Tennessee.
four straight Super Bowls a decade ago.
taken in the seventh round in 1994.
There also seem to be teams that usually do
the No. 4 overall pick in the first round on Heath
"They're the ones who went to the small colWhat were their drawbacks?
well low. Sometimes, like the New York Giants,
Shuler, a complete bust.
Brady was inexperienced — only a part-time
leges, the guys who are supposed to be too small
And two-time MVP Kurt Warner went on the they do better than they do in the first round.
or too slow or too something. But if you draft well starter his senior season at Michigan, with an arm "third day" — he wasn't drafted at all.
Pittsburgh, Denver and Green Bay have been
not up to NFL standards. Davis played in a passthere, you can put together a good team."
"I think it's a mistake to feel we can't get an the best of the past decade or so, followed by BufAnd that's what clubs once again will try to do ing offense at Georgia.
impact player in the third, fourth, fifth round," falo, the two New York teams and New England.
during the April 20-21 draft in New York.
Armstead, a star linebacker on a powerhouse says Miami coach Dave Wannstedt, who traded
But nearly everyone has found good players on
Brady, a sixth-round pick in 2000, is the cur- at Miami, had legs that were too thin — yes, thin his first two picks this season to New Orleans for Sunday.

Watch 'em

Warrior men's golfers sit in
sixth place after first round

Softball
at Southwest State (2)
3 p.m., Thursday

The pressure is on

LEAWOOD, Kan. —The Winona State Univenity men's
golf team jumped out to a commendable start on the first
day of the Central Regional Tournament Monday. The Warriors are currently in sixth
place with a 319 with one
round remaining at Iron
Howse Golf Club.
Central Missouri State
is 18 strokes up on WSU
with a tournament-lead
ing 301.
Dan Wenner is leading
the way for the Warriors
with a 75. Ryan Sabyan
and Caleb Turbbet each
shot 81s.
Justin Carrier carded
Dan Wenner 75
an 82 and Bob Gander's
Ryan Sabyan 81
85 closed out the scoring
Caleb Turbbet 81
for WSU.
Justin Carrier 82
Round 2 will conclude
Bob Gander 85.
Tuesday morning.

at North Division Crossover
TBA, Saturday-Sunday,
Moorhead, Minn.

Track
at Carthage College
Friday, Kenosha, Wis.

Baseball
Home vs. Southwest State (2)
2 p.m., Wednesday
at Wayne State (2)
1:30, Saturday
at Wayne State (2)
noon, Sunday

Tennis
Home, hosting
NSIC Tournament
9 a.m., St. T's

Tiger

Continued from Page 10

Two-time U.S. Open champion Ernie Els tried to make a
charge, and wound up with an
8 by hitting into the trees and
into the creek.
Former Masters and PGA
champion Vijay Singh got as
close as two strokes before he
hit into a creek, into the crowd,
into the trees. That was before
he reached No. 15, where it really got ugly. Singh hit two
wedges into the water and made
9.
"That was the end of that," he
said.
It was over long before.
"I was kind of surprised, no
doubt about it," Woods said
about no one making a run.
But that doesn't deter me from
my concentration."
Woods won his seventh professional major, joining a list
that includes Bobby Jones, Gene
Sarazen, Sam Snead and Arnold
Palmer, who made this Masters
his 48th and last.
He became only the third
player since the Masters began
in 1934 to win a major four
years in a row. Nicklaus (197073) and Tom Watson (1980-83)
also did it.
More than anything, Woods
reminded people how tough he
is in the final round. He is 23-2
when he has at least a share of
the 54-hole lead.
Woods earned $1,008,000 for
his 31st career victory, and he
became the first two-time winner on the PGA Tour this year.
Goosen didn't make a birdie
until the 15th hole, but moved
into second when everyone else
fell apart. The South African
-

closed with a 74 and finished at
279.
"I was asking one of the officials, do I get the green pants for
finishing second?" Goosen said.
Two-time Masters champion
Jose Maria Olazabal started five
strokes back and was never in
the hunt. He felt no pressure and
made no big mistakes, finishing
with a 71 to take fourth place at
281.
It was only the second time
this year that Woods failed to
break 70 in the final round, but
Augusta National finally
showed some bite. Shigeki
Maruyama of Japan had a 67 and
was the only player to break 70.
Mickelson, playing in the
group in front of Woods, made
an early statement by hitting a 9iron out of the fairway bunker
into 14 inches on the first hole
for birdie, then making another
birdie on No. 2. Just like that, he
was only two strokes behind.
Els also birdied the first two
holes, poised to make a charge.
Then, poof!
Woods made them all disappear.
He pitched up the slope to 6
feet on No. 2 and made birdie,
then spun back his approach to
10 feet on No. 3 and made that
for another birdie.
After a bogey on No. 5, only
his second in 44 holes, Woods
was staring at another when he
went over the green on the par-3
sixth.
Would he buckle? No chance.
Woods' chip from 20 feet went
straight into the cup, and he
raised his wedge in mild celebration. There was no fist pump,

no smiles, just another methodical day of work at the Masters.
All the emotion came from
everyone else.
Mickelson angrily muttered
through clenched teeth when a
4-foot par putt on No. 7 lipped
out on the low side.
Singh got as close to two
strokes to Woods, but when he
three-putted for bogey on No. 11
to fall four behind, he slung his
ball into the water.
Another time, Singh put his
hands over his head when his
second shot to the par-5 13th
bounced off the green and into a
creek.
Els had a chance to get within
two strokes as he watched his
approach descend on the flag at
No. 9. It landed 3 feet from the
pin, spun down the slope and off
the green, and Els raised his club
as if he wanted to pound the
soggy turf.
It got much worse. He hit his
drive into the trees down the left
side of the 13th hole, and instead
of pitching out, tried to cut the
corner with hopes of still making birdie. Instead, he bounced
off more trees and went into the
creek, then hit his next shot in
the water.
"For some reason, I got really
greedy," Els said.
' Maybe he had no other
choice. By now, even the best of
the rest realize that
Woods wins most of his tournaments by letting everyone else
fall apart.
"I tried," Els said. — We all
tried."
Against Woods, especially at
Augusta, that isn't enough.

Seamus Boyle/Winonan

Brea Bruggeman of WSU winds up to return a serve against Southwest State on
Wednesday. The Warriorsbegin NSIC tournament play at home this weekend.

2002 Masters Championship Scores

Position
1
2
3
4
T5
T5
7

Player
Tiger Woods
Retief Goosen
Phil Mickelson
Jose Maria Olazabal
Ernie Els
Padraig Harrington
Vijay Singh
Sergio Garcia

Score

Round Scores

Winnings

276 (-12)
279 (-9)
280 (-8)
281 (-7)
282 (-6)
282 (-6)
283 (-5)
284 (-4)

70-69-66-71
69-67-69-74
69-72-68-71
70-69-71-71
70-67-72-73
69-70-72-71
70-65-72-76
68-71-70-75

$1,008,000
$604,800
$380,800
$268,800
$212,800
$212,800
$187,600
$173,600
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All jobs deserve
people's respect
rtYAM
LYROff

Editorial
columnist

T

Americans are addicted to foreign oil
JACK
LAROW

Editorial
columrtist

m

any who read this article probably don't
remember the oil
embargo that was imposed on
the United States by the Organization of Exporting Countries in
1973. Perhaps everyone has
heard stories of the long lines as
a result of gas "shortages." In
1973 there was a war between
Israel and an alliance of Egypt
and Syria. Regardless of pointing fingers as to who was to
blame for the war; the lessons
learned remain the same. Overwhelming United States support
both diplomatically and militarily for Israel caused OPEC to
establish the embargo of oil
against the U.S. dependence on
foreign oil at the time was only
36 percent of total domestic con-

sumption and look at the chaos
an embargo caused.
Today our dependence on foreign oil is approximately 57 percent of all our oil consumption.
With such reliance on a crucial
commodity leaves the United
States even more vulnerable
today to the whims of OPEC
than 30 years ago. As of late,
Arab criticism of the U.S. position on the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict has intensified. It has
reached a point where countries
such as Iraq, from which we purchase 500,000 barrels of oil a
day and Iran, have threatened to
cut of the spigots. Iraq has been
the only country thus far to initiate an oil embargo against the
United States.
Foreign' policy in the region
has resulted, for example, with
the United States' military presence in Saudi Arabia. It is in my
humble opinion that, albeit
shared by many others, is the
true purpose of United States
troops being stationed in that
country is to maintain a regime
that is supposedly an ally to the
United States that will serve our

interests — oil. I emphasize supposedly because these "allies"
support the United States in the
international scene, but in their
government-controlled media
spout Anti-American rhetoric.
What must be drawn from the
past and the present is that our
dependence on ,oil from these
countries is potentially dangerous to our national security and
economic health. Measures must
be taken to help diminish our
susceptibility to a potential oil
embargo looming in the future.
You will not find me often criticizing the Bush Administration,
but this area of his energy policy
needs a little work'.
Traditionally it is assumed
that the crusade for alternative
energy sources was an issue that
split down ideological lines.
However, with the potential of
our nation to be held over the
barrel, if you will, concrete steps
must be taken to ensure all
American's safety.
My recommendation to the
Bush administration is to
encourage conservation. Conservation is the easiest most

effective weapon we have to
decrease dependence. In addition the idea to drill in ANWAR
is an illogical solution to deal
with the current problem. Current is the key word here; we
need immediate solutions and
ANWAR will not provide shortterm relief to the problem. It is
estimated even ten years from
now that ANWAR will only provide approximately three percent
of our consumption of oil.
Increased subsidies of domestic
oil production must be implemented. Just as our farms are
seen as vital to our nation's
health, so too must our nation's
oil fields. More fuel efficient
cars, alternative fuels, conservation and support for domestic
production shouldn't be partisan
in nature, for it is in the interest
of everyone to decrease our
dependence on foreign oil and
therefore decreasing the ability
of these nations to dictate our
foreign policy perhaps to our
detriment.
Reach Jacob . LaRow at
jakelarow@aol. corn

A friendly personality can make a difference

p

eople make the world go
'round; personalities shape
each and every aspect of
our lives. One smile can bring
happiness to someone's day, and
one frown can cause another to
feel just the opposite. Does it
really take that much more effort
for an individual to show human •
decency toward another, to smile
or say hello; rather than look
toward the floor when someone
is walking their way?
Upon entering the Winona
State University community, I
felt extremely welcome, always
hearing a hello or good morning
and definitely feeling a sense of
home-away-from-home. Grow-

ing up with complete familiarity
and then going off to college
knowing very few people,
forced to succumb to a new and
unknown environment, is often
difficult. However, WSU had a
way of making the transition
comfortable. Maybe it was the
friendly freshman class I was
lucky to be a part of, or the residence life aspect of a new
school.
Since my second year at
WSU has begun, I have noticed
a slight change around our campus. Many remain very friendly
and often go out of their way to
be sociable, however the fact is,
there still remains those individuals who hear a hello from
another walking through the
courtyard of campus and pretend
they didn't hear you.
As an employee of the
Winona Community YMCA, I
have noticed the amiability of
the residents inhabiting the community we call our 'home away
from home.' We create an

Kelly Bitter
Stacy Booth
Brett Carow
Ty Gangelhoff
Valerie Kramer

impression on the residents by
the actions and decisions we
make. Of course we will be typical college students and may
cause some disruption among
the community, but if we show
friendliness toward the community in other ways, it may just get
us a little farther in life.
First impressions are imperative! If there were people standing in a line, who would you feel
most comfortable talking to or
getting to know — one who is
pleasant and happy or one with a
blank look on their face? Communication skills are of utmost
importance when going into the
workforce also, whether it be for
a summer job or fulltime
employment. An employer is
most likely going to hire someone who can show decency to
other co-workers and customers.
I have experienced both positive and negative communication on our campus. For
instance, walking to class in the
middle of the day and saying,

Jenny Miller
Jennifer Selby
Missy Teff
Chris Yarolimek

"Hi, how are you?" is typical,
however the response is not
often what you expect. Several
individuals respond with, "I'm
tired" or "I'm shitty." That is not
what the initiator of the conversation usually wants to hear! But
then again, honesty is the best
policy right? Well, I guess I'd
have to disagree, some things are
just meant to be kept to yourself.
Instead, answer with a positive
comment, it just might make you
and the other person feel better.
Personalities differ, but how
much more energy does it actually take to give a smile to another? We often hear the old saying,
"It takes more muscles to frown
than it does to smile," so why are
some still frowning? Next time
someone says hello or gives you
a smile; smile back. Or better
yet, say hello to someone who is
looking down at the sidewalk, it
just really might make you feel
good!
Reach Valerie Kramer at
valerielynn82@hotmail.corn

here are many jobs
someone can work in
their life. These range
from ridiculously high paying
jobs to ridiculously low paying
jobs. But virtually every one of
these jobs needs to be done,
because if each job wasn't
done, society couldn't continue. Things that need to be done
wouldn't be, and what would
happen then?
Our society has a view that
some jobs are shameful, and
that the people working these
jobs aren't worthy of respect.
• My point is, all jobs are
worthy of respect. People say
being a garbage collector is a
worthless profession, or being
a waiter or waitress or a janitor.
Every person working one of
these jobs is doing it to live and
to earn a wage so they can 'survive. How is doing this not
worthwhile?
The only way we can say
one job is better than another
one is that a better job provides
more for the worker. Liking
your job is a matter of luck.
The students of this university
are lucky to have the opportunity to try to get a job they will
enjoy.
I find it astounding how
many students of this university don't take it seriously. I
know so many students who

don't really put any effort
into the opportunity they
have been given. Not only is
this a waste of money, but an
insult. It's an insult to all of
the people who would rather
work jobs they would enjoy.
Everyone has dreams, but
not everyone gets the chance
to try to fulfill them.
The students who take their
schoolwork seriously, whether
or not they work another job,
are working. The students who
aren't really students, who
don't work hard at anything,
who aren't working are parasitic to whomever is paying
their bills.
At the core of such behavior
is disrespect: A lack of respect
for those who provide for them
and a lack of respect for those
who would do better with the
chance they have.
But do you know what I've
done? I've focused on the negative and stopped focusing on
the positive. All of the people
who don't put any effort into
living and waste the opportunities they've been given —
ignore them. They're not worth
the time and effort to complain.
about. Instead, remember the
people who work hard and
appreciate the effort they put
into life. These are the people
worthy of respect. These are
the people you should be nice
to. These are the people worth
your time.
Remember: All of these
people are trying to get through
life, and for that they deserve
our respect.
Reach Ryan Lynch at
building_man@yahoo.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letter to editor causes misunderstanding
Response to Lisa Schneider: The point of my letter.to the editor in the March 27 issue was to suggest that anything written in
this section should be opinions, not facts. This part of the paper is
intended to be an outlet for people's two cents, not summaries
from textbooks. If you found the public service announcement on
eating disorders helpful, wonderful (!), but that article should
have been placed as a "featured columnist." I hope this clears
things up. By the way, I did find your letter engaging.
Joe Bergstrom
Junior/geo science
Media Services Center needs improvements
Summer is a great time for Winona State University to
improve the campus' appearance, and in recent years that has
been done. Two years ago, WSU built foundations by the Performing Arts Center. Last summer, they laid brick paths between
sidewalks, put in new signs and planted more greenery. Granted,
these projects have worth. The campus looks good, and that is
something both current and potential students can appreciate.
However, there are many renovating projects around the university that have not been addressed. The most obvious one is the
Media Services center, in the basement of Howell Hall, which
looks more like a seedy used-TV store than a technology-savvy
lab. With the university's recent emphasis on technology, the
Media Center has had to make room for new digital equipment
like imaging and editing services. The staff has had no choice but
to cram it into an already tight space.
When the new library was built, Media Services was going to
be on the second floor. That idea was scrapped and the location
was used for the Academic Training Center instead. Then, Media
Services was gong to be moved to Maxwell Hall. That idea was
scrapped, too.
It does not make any sense. Why does this university, which is
trying to sell itself as a modern "laptop" university, continue to
ignore the Media Services center? The school is spending thousands of student-paid dollars on new equipment and then leaving
it in a hole in the ground.
Let's create a Media Services center that the school can be
proud to show new students. It will benefit this "community of
learners" much more than our new directional signs our bushes
will.
Tony Rydberg
Junior/communications arts and literature

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members
must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include
full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.

Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject
line. They can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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Support all or no
extracurriculars
KELLY
Kmey
Editorial

ve been thinking about the
university a lot in the last
two weeks (how can I not
when I'm on campus from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m., and that's on
an early night), and I have a
quick question, being a music
student and all.
Why do we pay an athletic
fee every year and not a music
fee?
Each semester, Winona
State University students pay
approximately $36 for an athletics fee, which allows all students to attend athletic events
with only their student IDs as
payment.
Ah, yes, the estimation that
all college students are sports
fans. And it's a funny little
irony. Music students are
\, required to attend many sport1 ing events as the pep band; a
task for which we are not paid
but to which we devote many
Saturday afternoons and Friday
and Saturday nights to because
it is in our syllabus. We are
essentially paying to play for
football games that we win
84-0.
We watch with envy as the
crowd leaves after halftime
since there are better things to
do on a beautiful Saturday
afternoon. But we stay and we
play the WSU Rouser 54 times
on homecoming because we
are told to.
I personally enjoy sports.
Paying $72 a year to play at
,
sporting events ... not so much.
The other irony here is that
students are not required to pay
a music fee. Any WSU student
who wants to attend a music
event (like the jazz concert this
Friday night at 7:30 p.m. in the
PAC) has to pay $3 a pop.

T

These, of course, music students get in free to, but we are,
again, required to be there.
So, I'm in a lot of events.
And my friends have to scrape
together 12 quarters to come
hear me do what I do.
I am not daring to suggest
that there are just as many
people who would attend
music concerts as athletic
events (God forbid,) but I am
suggesting that in the name of
fairness, a music fee of the
exact same price be added to
our tuition bill. (Why not? As
long as Ventura is governor and
our tuition has to be raised by
380 percent every year, what's
another 72 bucks?)
Or give students the choice.
Would you like to go to athletic
events or music events?
But the idea here isn't to
give students a choice. Maybe
by adding the fee, some students will attend because
they're paying for it (kind of
like the debate you have with
yourself when you wake up for
an 8 a.m. class and lay in bed
deciding if it's worth it before
you remember you're going
severely in debt to learn about
archeological discoveries of the
14th century.)
If even one student attends
one concert, they are enhancing
their education and expanding
their horizons. It would also
make it easier for non-music
majors to support their music
friends.
Or maybe just get rid of the
fee in general and everybody
pays for the amount of things
they go to. That way, in case
you're not into sports or music,
you are $72 richer every
semester.
In any case, a flat fee for
only one extracurricular activity makes no sense and I'm tired
of financially supporting individuals who would most likely
have to be bribed to support
me.
Reach Kelly Kirby at
kckirby2279@webmail.
winona.edu

If you tell the truth, you don't
have to remember anything.
— Mark Twain

Redistribution of wealth on tax
day has Robin Hood-like effects
Edwin A. Locke
On tax day consider some basic facts.
The wealthiest 1 percent of the taxpayers
pay 34 percent of all federal income taxes.
The top 50 percent pay 96 percent of the
total bill. This means that the least wealthy
50 percent pay almost nothing. In short, the
income tax system soaks the rich. In the
name of justice, the President, Congress
and the American public should be
demanding a tax cut that lowers the tax bill
of the wealthy.
But the opponents of tax cuts do not
want justice. They want redistribution of
wealth. They want to confiscate the income
earned by the wealthy and give it to people
who have not earned it. They want the rich
— which includes the most productive people in society — to be the servants of the
poor.
The moral principle used to justify
income redistribution is altruism. Altruism
does not mean generosity or benevolent
concern for the less fortunate. Altruism
means: other-ism. It is the doctrine that it is
your moral duty to live for others and to
sacrifice your life, property and well-beirig
for theirs. It is the code of self-sacrifice.
Under altruism the productive are the ones
who must give and the non-productive are
those who receive. The inability or unwill-

ingness of the non-productive to create
wealth gives them a moral claim upon those
who do.
The tax code enforces altruism through
coercion. Earning money through voluntary
trade is replaced by getting money by force
in order to achieve the altruistic goal the
government desires. But when the property
of some people is seized and given to others, it is an injustice.
The doctrine of altruism induces (and is
meant to induce) guilt. It makes the successful feel that they have no right to their
achievements. The goal of altruism is to
disarm the producers morally so that they
will not defend their right to their lives and
property. Thus the rich often support higher
taxes for themselves. Remember in recent
years, just as one example, billionaires Bill
Gates and Warren Buffett attacking a repeal
of the estate tax.
Most Americans would be shocked to
learn that altruism is the moral code that
underlies Marxism (and thus Communism).
Marx's credo was: "From each according to
his ability; to each according to his need."
Man has no right to exist for himself in this
view; he is a servant of the state or society,
to be disposed of as they see fit.
No, we have not gone all the way down
that road yet, though the progressive
income tax has been a step in that direction.

Altruism is the opposite of Americanism. Americanism means you have the
inalienable right "to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness," which includes property rights. It means that your life and property belong to you, not to the state or to
society. It means that the government's
proper job is to protect, not to violate,
rights. Acting in one's own self-interest
(while respecting the rights of others) is
fully moral—it is the fundamental requirement of a successful and happy life. It
means that you are not an object of sacrifice
but a sovereign being. It means that your
property belongs to you. It means that every
individual, whether rich or poor, has the
same rights. Self-reliance, not self-sacrifice, is the American ideal. On Tax Day
support tax cuts by promoting the idea of a
truly just society: where each man keeps
what he earns and has no claim upon the
life and property of others.
Edwin A. Locke is Dean's Professor
Emeritus of Leadership and Motivation at
the University of Ma,yland at College Park
and is a senior writer for the Ayn Rand
Institute in Marina del Rey, California. The
Institute promotes the philosophy of Ayn
Rand, author of "Atlas Shrugged" and
"The Fountainhead." Send comments to
reaction@aynrand.otg •

CAMPUS FORUM

What's the best part about the nice weather?
"It makes me completely forget about schoolwork."
Mary Coyle
Junior/
exercise science

"Everyone can be outside — its nice to see
everyone out around
campus."
Sara Ryan
Sophomore/
mass communication

"I get to walk around in
my thong without the
lady across the street
judging me."
Dan Richard
Sophomore/
broadcasting

"It's good weather — I
hope it never ends."
Manish Neupane
Sophomore/
computer science

"It's not as big of a pain
to smoke outside."
Damon Crockett
Freshman/
undecided

"It lets you get outside
and be able to play softball — you aren't stuck
inside."
Ryah Lund
Freshman/
social work
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When it's over ...Sugar Ray has rocked WSU

Crowd interaction, two hour play time
makes show memorable for students
Sugar Ray, a pop band from Los Angeles, performed to a crowd of
2,700 people Friday night in McCown Gymnasium. The show featured two opening acts: Alien Crime Syndicate and Eric, the Sugar
Ray guitar technician.
Sugar Ray exhibited a liking to crowd interaction. After conversing
with fans in the north bleachers and then traveling through the floor
seating to get back on stage, the band invited two students to perform
with them in a singing and Glancing session.
Top: Mark McGrath of Sugar Ray directs his enthusiasm towards
the crowd.
(Clockwise around text, starting at above right):
■ McGrath takes to one of two sets of blocks set up on stage for an
energetic singing and dancing combination.

■ Female fans adore McGrath's dance style from the front row of
floor seating.
■ Concert-goers cheer on Sugar Ray from floor seating.
■ One of many fans is pulled from the crowd early in the concert due
to body overheating caused by the compacted standing room floor
seats.
■ U-PAC members Ben Nelson, Shayna Kolff, Alison Patnaude and
Becky Nielsen sell tickets at the McCown door Friday afternoon.
■ KQAL radio DJs Jon Arias and Shelley Krusko broadcast live from
outside Memorial Hall. The station gave away tickets to fans willing
to perform stunts while on the air.
■ A line of fans wrapped into Memorial Hall before the gymnasium
doors opened at 6:30 p.m. for the 7:30 p.m. showtime.

Photos and text by Ty Gangelhoff
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